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CANA DIAN TREATY-INDIANS.

BY THE HON. J. A. BOYD, CHANCELLOR OF ONTARIO.

B>EFORE Confederation, the In-
dian Territory outside of the

limits of old Canada (now Manitoba
and the North-West) was called Ru-
pert's Land. Half the size of Europe,
it was held by the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany-by virtue of a charter granted in
ï67o by Charles Il. This great mon-
ôpoly, àfter an existence of two cen-
turies, was bought out and its pro-
prietary rights were transferred to the
Dominion of Canada in 1870.

Prior to this date the Indians in-
hgbiting Rupert's Land had been
umder the supervision of the Com-
pany, on account of trading relations
having been established between them.
Sir 'George Simpson, the Company's
'Governor, in his evidence before the
Hoýe of Commons in 1857, estimat-
e>d the number of· Indians in the
Territory at 6o,ooo. These figufes
arç~ditner an exaggeration (which -is
robable) or there has been a more

rapid reduction of the race than is
usually supposed.

In- Wanitoba and the North-West,
accor,ding to the Government-returns
for 1888, the Indians humber about
26,oô6, of 'whom only' one-tenth 'are

in the original nomadic state-all the
rest being in treaty relations with the
Government.

The establishment of Confederation
involved the acquisition of the terri-
torial rights of the fHudson's · Bay
Company. None too soon-for about
that time there was a combination of
circumstances which imperilled the
existence of Canadian Indians. A
portion of the tribes of the North
continued subject to the control of
the Company, but those living in the
South had been brought into debas-
ing contact with the r?pidly-extendilng
white population of the neighbouring
republic. Tradersindefianceoflaw,
crossed the 4 9 th parallel, which mark-
ed the international boundary, and
with firearms and fire-water trafficked
with the tribes'. to their destruction.
Over· 5o,ooo robes every year were
carried out nf' British Territory and
the eturn for this valuable peltry,
worth $à5oooo,'was--little else ·than
alcohol. The! letter of an observer
hints at-the devastationwhich followed
a visit of the powder-and-whiskey
frader;- arnd:one visit is a: sample -of
al. "No language can describe'these
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drunken orgies; more than sixty Dlack-
feet have been murdered, and if there
can be a transcript of hell upon earth
it is here exhibited." As the result
of this bloodshed the Indians wreaked
vengeance on the first white man they
met, so that no traveller was. safe on
the plains.

Before the Canadian Government
was able practically to assume police
powers over the Indians, another
severe blow fell upon this people,
which prepared them to' submit to
the changes necessary for their ad-
vancement in civilization. This cal-
amity was the disappearance of the
buffalo. In 1872 the plains, thronged
by these animals, had been laid open
by three great American railways, and,
as might be expected, sportsmen and
hide-hunters poured in on these na-
tural preserves. From 1872 to 1874
not less than five million head had
been slaughtered for their hides.
This havoc was in contravention of
treaties madè by the United States
with the Indians; but it seemed to
be no one's duty to put a stop to it.
Thus came the death-blow to the
Anerican bison-and soon no trace
of the once countless herds was left
but piles of bones bleaching on the
prairies. From the Indian. point of
view the extinction of the buffalo was
loss incalculable. For centuries the
red skins had lived upon the buffalo
-with its pelt (as has been said) they
covered their wigwams, wrapped in
the robe of the buffalo they were safe
from the cold, from the flesh they
gained stores of pemmican and dried
meat for time of dearth, by means of
its ribs they fashioned sledges, in its
sinews they had the strongest thread.
Twice a year-North in fall and
winter, South in spring and summer
-the migration of these herds brought
food, fuel, raiment and shelter to the
red man's lodge. The wholesale in-
troduction of whiskey and the disap-
pearance of the buffalo in the early

years of Confederation mark a crisis
in Indian history; relief must corne,
or the man, like the beast, was doomed'
to perish.

At this juncture deliverance came
through the intervention of the Cana.
dian Government. Destruction from
the southern whiskey-traders was.
stopped by the red cordon of mounted
police; and starvation was averted by
the supply of food from the public
purse. A new system of government
was now introduced to which the wild
Indians of the West had been strang-
ers. Heretofore they had looked up
to the Hudson's Bay Company as
their guides and benefactors; and,
speaking generally, perhaps no sys-
tem could have worked better than
that pursued by the Company in
order to utilize the Indians, as In-
dians. The Company perceived the
value of these people as hunters and
trappers, and also perceived the dan-
gers they ran from the presence of
white settlers and other pioneers of
civilization. Unable to compete with
the white settler as an equal, the red
man was too proud* to work as an in-
ferior. Thereupon interposed the
paternal control of the Company and
protected them from the whites and
from themselves. It encouraged
hunting, discouraged tribal wars, re-
pressed the use of spirits, and in
times of scarcity supplied food. But
thus treated, the Indian made, and
could make, no advance; he was
kept stationary on a low level of hu-
manity, as a mere Indian. But the
Company being superseded, vast was
the responsibility assumed by Canada
in the adoption of the Indian popula-
tion, in its debased and pauperized
condition. Then arose the problen
for the Dominion-what to do with
the Indian ?

Happily the colonial practices and
traditions of old Canada were avail-
able for this new phase of the Indian
question, and the answer carne : No
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Ionger keep him as an Indian but strive
to make a civilied iman of him. Now
the necessary preliminary to any pro-
gress is to bring the wild Indian into
treaty relations. That is to say, his
original right to roam over the coun-
try in pursuit of a living is commuted
by the allocation of reservations of
territory to be exclusively occupied by
him-coupled with other advantages,
such as supplies of utensils and seeds
sent to the reserves and the presence
or residence of farm-instructors for
training him in agricultural and in-
dustrial habits so that he may be
able to provide for his own needs.
A small money allowance is made to
each person on the reserves; schools
are aiso opened for the instruction of
the young. The reserve period is
thus made one of transition from the
wandering life of savagery to the pas-
toral and agricultural life of incipient
civiliza:-ion.

Now the broad Iistorical distinc-
tions between te Canadian and the
American treatment of the Indian
problem have been such as these:
The United States have made treaties
with the tribes as "interior dependent
nations," and have suffered these
treaties to be violated even by those
who should have been the custodians
of them; upon the reserves the In-
dians are allowed the most barbarous
license-no interference with their
filthy and superstitious habits being
permitted; they have no laws and no
officers of justice, but do violence
upon each other as passion prompts;
the white outcasts are allowed to en-
croach on the reserves and dedle and
cheat just as they please. The In-
dian's rights were ignored, his com-
plaints were unheeded, his wrongs
unredressed, his uprisings quelled in
blood. Thus the Republic has
drifted into native wars wherein five
hundred millions of-money have been
wasted and thousands of soldiers and
settlers have lost their lives. The

only semblance of supervision exer-
cised over the reserves ir by irrespon.
sible agents changing with every
change of administration, who in case
of exigency are backed by the bayon-
ets of the troops. But in Canada we
have escaped Indian vars and blood-
shed; we make laws for the Indians
as Canadian subjects of fier Majesty,
and these laws are enforced by mag-
istrates and police as in the case of
other citizens. The treaty-Indians
receive fair treatment and the en-
gagements entered into are carried
out in letter and in spirit by perman-
ent officers selected for their effi-
ciency. I havé marked in broad
outline the characteristics of the two
systems to explain why it is that in
the States the treatment of the Indi-
ans by Government has been by
writers of their own styled "A Cen-
tury of Dishonour." The Govern-
ment of Canada has pursued a better
way, recognizing the claim of the
Indian as an inferior population who
need both protection and guidance.

The average red man is in one of
the earliest stages of human existence.
He is an overgrown child with the
good and bad qualities of a mere
animal. He knows no law, human
or divine'; he has no idea of moral
right or wrong. To him the greatest
good things have been what English-
speaking people call pillage, arson,
rapine and murder.

What may be called his religion has
no morality in it-teaches no duty
or obligation to God or man. All is
right that he wishes to do; ail is
wrong that opposes him. Neither
faith, nor hope, nor charity, he knows ;
mercy is with him a mistake ; humil-
ity, an incomprehensible thing. The
most advanced tribes (comprising the
Five Nations) had no word for "God."
The most widespread stock (the AI-
gonquin) had no word for "love."
As a counterpoise, however, Paul
Kane found the Crees swearing in
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French-because they had no oaths
in their own language.

Within less than ten years after
Confederation, treaties had been com-
pleted with (practically) ail the Indi-
ans between the Rocky Mountains and
Old Canada, embracing some 26.,ooo
sonls. The necessity to feed them,
which began with their adoption, has
not ceased to exist, and probably may
not till another generation arises more
imbued with Canadian ideas. The
natural supplies of food are weil-nigh
gone, so that money must be gien
till they can successfully and suffi-
ciently raise grain and other crops for
subsistence. In the report for 1888
it is stated: " The game is rapidly
vanishing ; in the north a few moose
are still found, but elk has almost dis-
appeared ; bears are still killed in
considerable numbers and a ftw
black-tailed deer have so far managed
to escape the hunters. Antelope, a
few years ago very numerous, are now
scarce; the hard winter of 1886 de-
stroyed great numbers of them, and
the Indians are wiping out the re-
mainder in and out of season. Prairie
chickens are generally very scarce,
owing, I think, to Indians and mean
whites killing them out of season, and
bad prairie fires in hatching time.
There are only six buffalo known to
exist in the Territory." Little marvel
.then that in the year 1888 the Gov-
ernment expended nearly $400,ooo
for the support of destitute Indians.

But not less urgent for the real
well-being of the Indian is that he be
educated so as to submit cheerfully
to the discipline of law, and to have
fixed principles of action for self-
guidance. Applying their own gra-
-phic expression for the adoption of
civilized manners and habits, he must
learn to " travel the white man's
-road." This the better spirits among
them have long foreseen to be their
last and only hope. To this effect
spake pathetically a Cheyenne Chief,

4 I an sick of the Indian road ; it is
not good. I hope the good God will
give us the white man's road, before
we are ali destroyed."

The obstructions in the way of pro-
gress are many and great, but not
insuperable. Look at some difficul-
ties from the Indian point of view.
He is slow to see cause of gratitude
in the advent of white colonization.
For him food and raiment are the
primal necessities of life. But the
pale-face has brought poverty to his
lodge. His robes are worn to rags,
and he has not wherewith to replace
them. His land has been taken by a
strong and hard people, and he is
left helpless and hopeless. He has
smarted under the white man's knav-
ery and greed of gain. New forms
of disease have come in with the
stranger and send him to a quicker
grave than the slow process of starva-
tion. Formerly war and the chase
gave scope to his energy ; now, there
is nothing to eat, and nothing to do.
Hence the race has become dazed
and enervated ; it is not that they
are exceptionally degraded, or stupid,
or l'zy, but because of changed cir-
cumstances their whole tenor of life
is changed, and that for the worse.
If simpiy left to themselves they must
disappear from the face of the earth.

But their abject condition is not
greater than that of other primitive
people once like the Indians but now
among the civilized races of Europe.
The Indians themselves afford strong
proof of the unity of man. The most
cultured races have not so far out-
grown their ancestry as to be quite
rid of every primitive trait and of
every ancient custoin. As a people,
the Indians are far from stupid, as ail
who have come into sympathetic re-
lationship with them testify. Their
great natural sagacity is exemplified
in this that the lines of the trans-con-
tinental railways in the most difficult
pa'rts have followed old Indian trails.
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Their slowness to work is simply that
beforetime they could live without
work and therefore do not take kindly
to manual labour. But man, gener-
ally, white or coloured, does not like
work; show him, however, that the
alternative is " to work or not to eat "
and he will prepare to submit to the
yoke, and that is the beginning of
self-help and self-discipline.

But while Government and society
say, " Make a man of the Indian,"
that does not satisfy the deeper feel-
ings of a people who acknowledge
Christ as Saviour and King of men.
The highest call is that of Christian
civilization which says, "Make a
Christian man of him."

For the purposes of education and
mission work our Western and North-
Western Indians may be conveniently
divided into four groups, distinguished
by their habitat. A classification has
been attempted of these groups so as
to indicate their susceptibility to be
educated, and their receptivity of
Christianity, in this order:

At the head, the Indians of the
woods, such as the Crees, of whom it
is said that nearly every man can read.

Second, the mountain tribes, among
whom the Methodists have won a
most honourable record.

Third, the inland water tribes,
though these vary greatly, from some
very low in the scale to the Ojibways
who are of more than average intelli-
gence.

Fourth, the prairie tribes, who have
suffered more degradation from inter-
course with the whites, and are there-
fore more difficult of reclamation.

It may be suspected, however, that
success in this kind is rather referable
to the zeal and devotion of the in-
structors, and that the old rule applies,
"Like preacher, like people."

Speaking broadly of work done
by Protestant missions, the Anglican
Church holds the place of distinction,
having the greatest number of mis-

sionaries in the field, and occupying
the most wide-spread and almost in-
accessible stations up in the Arctic
Circle. Time is wanting, even to
sketch the heroic story which began
in 1822. The Methodists have done
the next most extensive work among
the Plains and Mountain tribes. Their
assiduity in teaching and translating
has been worthy of their best d iys of
holy enterprise. It is a fact worth
remembering, that the splendid peak
that overlooks Banff on the Canadian
Pacific Railway takes its name of
" Mount Rundle" from the pioneer
Wesleyan missionary, Robert Terrill
Rundle, who first, in 1840, occupied
that region, and whose memory is
kept fresh by the hymns he translated.
The Presbyterians, though the last
corners, have laid sure foundations by
devoting their energies mainly to the
Christian instruction of the young.
T he most careful observers, and the
.visest counsellors in dealirig with all
peoples cherishing ancient supersti-
tions and deep-rooted customs have
laid this down as an axiom, that to
gain the race you must begin with the
children. John Lawrence's words to
the missionary in Calcutta, in 1840,
stand good for Canada in 1890:
"The only way that will bring the
natives to truer and more enlightened
ideas is the gradual progress of edu-
cation."

Signs of progress are not wanting
even now to encourage future and
more systematic and united effort.
Gangs of these red men, headed by
their chiefs, are to be seen on the
reserves preparing the soil and gather.
ing its produce as busy and cheerful
as the fariner ought to be; in cattle
raising and ranching they find con-
genial scope for free and healthful life,
and therein are also being trained to
habits of order, ecoriomy and fore-
sight. The loss of the buffalo will be
more than cormpensated by the in-
crease of fiocks and herds, secured as
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their own property by the law of the
land.

The smoky wigwam, engender-
ing ophthalmia, is being replaced by
wooden cottages with windows, chim-
neys and the usual artcles of furni-
ture. Money is being spent, not so
much upon gewgaws and trinkets or
whatever appeals to the childish fancy,
as for useful articles of food, clothing,
and household supplies. The women
are getting interested in domestic
work-sewing, knitting, and the like
-and are learning to keep their sur-
roundings clean and tidy. Burial in
the earth is superseding every other
mode of disposing of the dead. The
mysterious ceremonies of the " medi-
cine-man" are being less and less
invoked, as the Indians find the
benefit of skilled medical advice stp-
plied upon the reserves by the Gov-
ernment. As a consequence, the
claims of this same " medicine-man "
to magical power over the spirit-world
are also being discredited, and the
red man is with expectation awaiting
the messengers of the churches.

These Indians have many of the
characteristics of chiiaren, with the
strong, uncurbed passions of tren.
They need the restraining power of
the law, but withal, they need to be
tutored and dealt with as children of
nature, who have now become ciild-
ren of the nation. To become citi-
zens and civilized Christian men they

STAR DISTANcES.-Little has been done
by astroiomers to determine star distances.
There are not four stars in the whole heavens
whose distances have been satisfactorily de-
termined ; and there are not twelve which,
under the most rigid scrutiny, have given
even the slightest signs of having a measur-
able distance. All the host of beaven, save
these few, all the thousands of stars seen on
the darkest and clearest nights, all the mil-
lions revealed by the telescope, and all the
millions on millions of them which no tele-
scope yet made by mmn can reveal, lie at
immeasurable distances. And yet the
measuring line which has been used is of

must have training of hand and head
and heart. This is a task of slow de-
velopment, demanding sympathy, pa-
tience, co-operation on our part with
all helpful agencies. It took cen-
turies to accomplish the evolution of
the man of to-day out of our ancestors
coming from the morasses of Ger-
many and the moors of Britain. As
regards the red men, therefore, let us
be patient with their uncleanly habits,
their untutored reason, their imma-
ture conscience. They have to be
led out of what they are into what
they are to be. The good that is in
them is to be discovered and fostered;
the evil eradicated by the supplanting
growth of something better.

Tools and schools is one combina-
tion which they need, but more
than this they need the combination
which the missionary, Sergeant, long
ago commended and recommended:
" The plough and the Bible go to-
gether in civilizing Indians." So,
doubtless, the best motto for workers
in this field is : 7ools, Schools and
Seritures. Sir Bartle Frere con-
denses everything in this: "Wherever
the Bible has gone, it has promoted
the dignity of labour, the sanctity of
marriage, and the brotherhood of
man." But we should send the
Gospel to the Indian with all the
commendation that comes from its
surroundings and accompaniments of
Christian culture and civilization.

inconceivable length. A single line of it
brings us to the near est star, Alpha Centauri,
more than 2o0,ooo times further away than
the sun; another length added brings us to
two other stars, one lying in the Swan, and
another in the Great Bear; and astronomers
know pr, tty cerrainly that from three to ten
or twelve lengths of Ibis enormous line would
give a distance within which lie all the
tweive nearest stars. But they have no
means of pushing their measuring rod further
out into space. Not only can they do so
now, but it is unlikely that any improvements
in telescopic construction will enable thenm
to do so at any time.-Prctor.
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THE STUDY OF GREEK.*

BY THE REV. PROFESSOR M'NAUGHTON.

I HAVE to thank you for the hon
our you have now conferred upon

ne. You have appointed and sol-
emnly installed me as the first Pro-
fessor of Greek in Queen's College.
I look upon this appointment and in-
stallation as a very great honour in-
deed, I assure you, and, what is the
other side of the same thing, as in-
volving a grave respotisibility. To be
almost the only Professor of Greek in
a vast region like this magnificent
Dominion, which, considering its na-
tural resources and the vigorous char-
acter of its people with the great tra-
ditions they inherit, has the assurance
of a great destiny before it in every
department of action and thought, is
to have signal opportunity for good
service or else for the conspicuous
manifestation of sad incompetence.
For the greatness of Canada in the
future will depend upon its culture
and, if we can argue from the past to
the present, its culture will largely
depend on the extent to which it suc-
ceeds in imbibing the Greek spirit.
And that again will largely depend on
what the leaders of thought take out
of the Greek class. By the leaders
of thought I mean you, gentlemen,
and the like of you, the future clergy-
men, lawyers, doctors, journalists and
literary men of the country. You
will be centres of light or darkness
wherever you go; looked up to by
the mass of toiling men around you
as the representatives and models of
a liberal education. You will b2 the
leaven destined to leaven the lump
whether for good or evil; for all that
is inspiring and pure and lovely and
of good report, or else for what is
ungenerous, stupid and narrow-mind-

* An Inaugural Lecture delivered at
Queen's University.

ed. And, just as in the past the sub-
ject which has been entrusted to me
here lias con tributed such nighty im-
pulses to the upward and onward
movement of mankind, I judge that
its force is no way abated yet ; that it
can do almost as much for us now as
it did for Italy, Germany and Eng-
land in those wonderful days of the
renascence, when the introduction of
Greek letters into Western Europe
changed the face of the world and
brought .n the modern age. It is no
iight thing to be entrusteci even in
the humblest capacity with the work-
ings of so powerful an engine as this
has proved itself, to be made custodian
of the sacred Greek fire. I know well
from my own experience that however
rich the subject is, a great deal de-
pends upon the teacher. It is possible
for him to take all life and colour and
motion out of what ought to be most
rich and vivid. On the other hand
he may infuse the light of large prin-
ciples, the warm breath of human in-
terest into the dryest details. In the
student's mind the subject and teacher
are indissolubly associated, and he is
apt to credit the one with the tire-
someness or the brightness of the
other. Our students come to us gen-
erally at the age of maximum recep-
tiveness, when their minds take on
impressions as easily as wa-x and keep
then like carved tharble. They rapidly
draw conclusions and, what is more,
as a rule abide by them all their lives.
And then so many successive sets of
them come up-a new set every year;
so that a professor has really a large
power of inspiring widespread in-
terest in his subject or else wide-
spread disgust. There are many things
then in the present situation calculated
to inspire a new Professor of Greek
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with diffidence and misgiving. The
greatness of his subject, the important
public issues that hinge on his
success or failure, the fact that on
him it greatly depends whether this
magnificent literature and imper.ish-
ably significant history ought to be a
vital force in moulding the impres-
sionable rinds of those who are des-
.tined in their turn to mould the future
of a great country in respect of its
highest interests.

For my part I càunt it as about
the greatest good fortune which has
fallen to me that I was introduced to
Greek literature by a man with whom
to be connected was in itself a liberal
education-Professor, now Principal,
Geddes of Aberdeen. He is vell
known throughout Europe as one of
the wisest and most accurate scholIrs
of the time. The learned world knows
him and appreciates him ; his work
on hepbl the ItHoeric npems
will always rank as a monument of
critical sagacity and of an erudition
wonderful both in breadth and depth.
But the world does not know that to
him, and him alone, is due the present
state of classical scholarship in the
north if Scotland, so inéredibly ad-
vanced beyond what it was thirty
years ago. The world does not know,
what all his pupils know--and they
are scattered all over the world to-day
-his intimate acquaintance with every
civilized language and the best of
what it contains, his intense and life-
long devotion to all that is high and
beautiful and good in every literature,
and the irresistible charm with which
his noble character and deep-rooted
enthusiasm have drawn so many minds
to an almost passionate reverence and
love for the eloquence and poetry of
Hellas. Such men as he make the
country great. They are the salt of
the earth. Their influence is not
confined to those directly touched by
thern, but extends in ever-widening
circles to the scholars of their schol-

ars, the sons of their sons in the
muses, and in a broad band of light
goes round the world. Quasi Cursores,
vitai lampada tl-adunt. Not their
children only, but their children's
children arise and call them blessed.

It is no wonder, then, that being
convinced as I am of the greatness
of my subject, and having before real-
ized in my own experience so high an
ideal of what a teacher of Greek may
be, it is no wonder that I see many
things to damp the joyful alacrity
with which I accept the office you
have conferred upon me. But there
are considerations on the other hand
which give me encouragement and
hope. Greek is a subject of such in-
nate charm, so essentially delightful
to any one who has any urn for liter-
ature that it requires more than com-
monly massive dulness to choke the
interest out of it. To make Greek
uninteresting would be an exploit
worthy of being sung by another Pope
in another Dunc'ýd. A reasonable
amount of diligence and attention on
the part of the teacher ought to ensure
a modicum of success, if not the full
measure possible; and diligence and
attention are within everybody's reach.

I feel that I can always count on
help and sympathy and encourage-
ment from our principal, who never
fails us, and from a united band of
colleagues who would do honour to
any university in the world, distin-
guished too for harmeny in their
mutual relations to an extent which I
fear is rather rare among the learned.
And last of all, but not least, I have
had enough experience of you, gentle-
men, and enough of students in other
parts of the world to contrast with it,
to make me thoroughly appreciate my
good fortune and bless my happy
stars for lighting among such a mild-
mannered tribe as the students of
Queen's College. I find you do not
consider your Professors as your nat-
ural enemies. You recognize the fact
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that they merit indulgent considera-
tion at your hands. You know it is
rather their misfortune than their
fault to have been set over you. A
Professor in Queen's College is reck-
oned a good life by the insurance
companies. You &re not in the habit
even by way of occasional relaxation
to while away the weary hours by
baiting and worrying your professors.
Inste,,d of applauding as public bene-
factors and ministers of your harnless
gaiety the rising wits who inip their
young wings for further flights in the
days to come by such practice, you
hale them before your tribunals as it
were by the hair of the head, and
take summary vengeance upon them.
1 assure you I am no less delighted
than astonished at this state of things.
I hope it nay continue among you
and be copied in other institutions.
I know some parts of the world where
there is much need.

On the whole, then, I think the en-
couraging circumstances which I have
to look to outweigh the reasons for
misgiving. Wii.h a delightful subject,
colleagues as kind as they are able,
students orderly and attentive, at-
tacned to their teachers and their
college, a professor in Queen's will
have himself to blame if he fail to
inspire interest in his work, at any
rate one must do one's best with
God's help..

The Chancellor has told you that
this is not an inaugural address. It
is merely an informal talk, and there-
fore it ought to have at least one
great merit, the merit of brevitv.
Perhaps I ought now to close instead
of entering on subjects wlbich would
require more space and more careful
statement than I can bestow upon
them now. But I should like to say
just a very few words by way of
commending to you the study of
Greek.

Hitherto I have all along presumed
that you were as much convinced as

I am myself of its value and 'import-
ance, and you have indulgently per-
mitted me to take fur granted what
perhaps I should in the first place
have attempted to justify by some
show of reason. For we aill kr w
very well that there are many people
who think Greek is quite an anti-
quated subject. A very important
member of a late English government,
best known to the world as Mr.
Robert Lowe, is reported to have
once said among other remarks c?.-
culated to discourage the study of
classics in general, and of Greek in par-
ticular, that the battle of Marathon
was of no more significance to us than
a coal-pit explosion. Another states-
man used to maintain that one copy
of the Times was worth more than
the whole of Thucydides. Now
toese remarks, though expressed with
uaecessary vehe.-'ence, not to say
coarseness, pretty well indicate the
attitude of many persons. There
may be some even here who would
say, What's Hecuba to us, or we to
Hecuba? The Greeks are dead and
buried, let thern rest in peace. Let
us read our own r-iters, especially
the magazines and newspapers, and
mind our own affairs. " The riddling
Sphinx puts far things from our
minds," as Sophocles says, " and
makes us heed the trouble at our
doors." There are so many practical
wants, private and public, to attend
to ; life is too short to go back so far
as Greece. There are so many things,
too, desirable to be known, so much
useful knowledge to acquire, that,
before we embark on any study, we
must ask what will be the practical
result ? What shall we gain by
Greek-it is a troublesome study?
There is a great deal o( Grammar to
be got up, and we find a very little of
it goes a long way. Its dictionary is
large and labyrinthine. In short, it
is a very hard nut to crack, and before
we hazard our teeth upon it, we want
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to know about the kernel, whether it
is any good.

Well I should, in the first place,
appeal to experience. 'I should say:
Ask any man who has acquired some
familiarity with this language whether
he regrets the time spent on it. I do
not think that one man out of a hun-
dred would say he did. For the most
part you will find that the most ener-

getic opponents of Greek are just
those who have too little acquaintance
with the object of their resentment to
have sustained any serious injury from
it. It is a case of mistrust of the un-
known. They belong mostly to the
class whom the Greeks themselves
would have called " barbarians," a
name which they applied to all who.

.knew no Greek.
(To bc continued.)

THE PROPOSED ENGLISH CURRICULUM FOR
MATRICULATION.

BY WILLIAM HOUSToN, M.A., LIBRARIAN TO THE ONTARIO LEGISLATURE.

I N the CANADA EDUCATIONAL
MONTHLY for February appèars

the last instalment of the paper on
English, read by Prof. Cappon ai the
Modern Language Teachers' Associa-
tion. Though I find many things in
the paper that I cannot approve of,
I would not ask the privilege of a
rejoinder were it not that the occa-
sion seems a good one for explaining
some of the objects kept in view by
the committee that prepared the draft
criticised by Prof. Cappon. I do not
propose to comment on his estimates
of the works of Blackmore and Sèott,
not because I agree with them-for I
do not -but because they are entirely
beside the questions raised by the
draft, as Prof. Cappon would have
seen for himself if he had happened
to approach his self-imposed task from
the proper point of view. " Lorna
Doone" was put on to be read by
matriculants, not because it is a work
of high artistic merit, but because it
combines a fair amount of literary
excellence with other qualities that are
in this connection of more import-
ance. The reason for selecting it
and other historical romances must
be plain to every one who reads at-
tentively the preliminary announce-

ments, that at the matriculation ex-
amination nothing will be required
under the head of "Composition"
but an essay, that the examiner will
allow a choice of subjects, and that
some of these subjects will be based
on the .prose works prescribed for
reading. The suitability of "Lorna
Doone" for this purpose will be ad-
mitted by any one who has read it,
and the " framers of this part of the
curriculum " did not trouble them-
selves about its " ethical value " fur-
ther than to make reasonably sure
that there are in the novel no passages
that even a fastidious moralist would
object to. The qualities they were
in search of were: (i) moral purity,
(2) availability for the special purpose
in view, and (3) cheapness, and they
decline to be judged in their work
solely by the artistic or literary merits
of the novels selected as repertoires
of subjects for essay writing in the
examination hall. They do not pre-
sume to say that they have made the
best selections possible. They made
no effort to do so, knowing that under
the system of a complete change of
work every year the field of available
English literature will in future years
be re-surveyed.
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Prof. Cappon's remark, that while
he might heartily recommend " Lorna
Doone " to a boy for private reading,
he regards it as a very different thing
to name the book in the curriculum
of a great State institution, betrays a
curious misapprehension of the nature
of the task assigned to the Commit-
tee. These works are to form part of
the High School course, not part of
the curriculum of the University of
Toronto.

If Prof. Cappon were at all intimate-
ly acquainted with the crowded state
of our High School time-tables, he
would never have supposed for a mo-
ment that they could be taken up
for class reading. How could any
English teacher deal in one year with
two such prose works as " Lorna
Doone" and "Sesame and Lilies,"
when he has at the same time to take
up some 3,ooo lines of Tennyson's
poems? As the examiner is by im-
plication forbidden to ask a single
question on either "Lorna Doone"
or " Sesame and Lilies," I hope that
no High School teacher will make the
mistake of undertaking to teach them.

My own idea-and I think I can
speak for some, perhaps for all, of my
associates on the committee-was,
and is, that these books are prescribed
chiefly, if not entirely, for "private
reading." The fact that subjects for
essay writing will be taken from them
is a guarantee that they will be atten-
tively read, and in my humble opinion,
the best thing for the teacher to dois
to impress this fact thoroughly on the
pupil's mind, and then leave him
alone with the authors.

So much for Prof. Cappon's re-
marks on the pass work proposed in
the draft; he is, to my thinking, still
further astray in his views as to the
way in which work for honours should
be dealt with in the High Schools. I
refer, not to his preference of Chaucer
to Milton-a preference which I heart-
ily endorse-but to the scope he

would assign to the preparatory work
which takes its starting point from
Chaucer and Shakespeare. I earn-
estly hope that English masters in
all our schools will give just enough
of attention to philology and versifica-
tion to enable their pupils to thor-
oughly comprehend the prescribed
texts. There is no time in the High
Schools for more of either, without
stealing it from real esthetic work for
which the opportunities are at the
very best far too limited. Moreover,
philology and versification, so far as
these are deemed essential to High
School equipment, can be dealt with
in connection with other texts which
are less worthy of esthetic study than
the great productions of the great
literary artists. For purposes of phi-
lological investigation I would as soon
have a paragraph from a newspaper
article of to-day as a scene from one
of Shakespeare's draias, or a passage
from Chaucer's Prologue.

Prof. Cappon's otherwise excellent
remarks on the historical treatment
of literature are likely to prove amus-
.ing reading to High School masters.
They do not need to be told that if
they manage to get their pupils to do
thoroughly the work selected from
Chaucer and Shakespeare, they will
have little time to trouble themselves
about the historical development of
either verse forms or English litera-
ture in general. Treatment of this
kind may be made useful where there
is time for it, but that time should
not be secured at the expense of a
thorough study of the prescribed texts,
the versification of which need not
consume much of the work of the
year.

The teacher should not-pac
Prof. Cappon-distract his pupil's at-
tention by references to either ballad
literature or the Arthurian legends,
and he should let Surrey and Wyatt,
Marlowe, Jonson and Sackville rest
quietly in their literary tombs to be re-
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surrected at a later stage by university
professors for such pupils as have the
good fortune to take a university course
under professorial guidance. If their
culture in English is to stop with the
H.igh School leaving examinations so
much the more reason for training
them in the use of masterpieces in-
stead of cramming them with facts
which they will speedily forget, and
which will do them little good if they
remember them, owing to the way in
which they must needs be acquired.
In this country, following methods
imported from across the Atlantic, we
have too long been pursuing the very
plan suggested by Prof. Cappon, and
I confess my disappointment that he
does not offer more rational views for
Our adoption in dealing with English
in schools. Learning and teaching
about English instead of learning and
teaching English have long been the
bane of school and college work ; let
us now have some genuine esthetic
study of the best compositions for a
change.

If I may be pardoned for siying a
few words on the issue joined by
Prof. Cappon and Mr. Wetherell, I
would like to add that my chief ob-
jection to the latter's editorial work is
that it is bound up with the text in a
pupil's book. Its presence there

makes really good class work with the
text an impossibility. The pupils are
prevented from putting forth an inde-
pendent effort to construct the cate-
gories for themselves, and the cate-
gories will be useful to them in their
after reading just in so far as they
have been constructed by themselves,
not memorized from the work of a
skilful analyst like Mr. Wetherell. If
the editorial work is for the pupil then
the better its quality the worse the
effect on him ; if it is for the teacher
then it should be bound up in a sepa-
rate book and be kept as much as
possible out of the pupil's hands.
Mere information that is not gener-
ally accessible to High School masters
may be useful as an aid to the com-
prehension of the text, but no attempt
should be made in a pupil's edition
to supply any interpretation. To do
so ought to be regarded by the teacher
as an impertinence, which is none
the less unpardonable because it
claims to have departmental sanction.
W:th plenty of cheap editions of Long-
fellow to draw upon next year, I trust
that all editorial effort will be devoted
to really aiding the teacher, not mak-
ing good teaching for him an impos-
sibility by depriving the pupil of the
chance of doing independent work
under his direction.

CONTiNUITY IN EDUCATION.

BY CHARLES TUDOR WILLIAMS.

(Continuedfrom February.)BUT few will be found to deny the
reasonableness of that method of

education which throws the greatest
stress on the development of a man's
whole capacity- It is not the general
mental attitude towards this question
which is at fault, but the strength of
the mighty force which overbears our
mental persuasion. That force is,
confessedly, all that is represented by

the term wealth. It is safe to say
that almost all students, now-a-days,
who address themselves to the getting
an education, do so with the purpose
of preparing themselves for making a
pecuniary fortune; and failing this,
the world pronounces them failures
indeed. The schools and even col-
leges of this country, not excepting
our public schools and universities (to
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take the extremes), are largely mod
elled on the plan cf fitting their
students for money.making, in one
form or another. The effect of this
attitude is, in the case of the lower
schools, to exaggerate the already
strong money-making spirit and to
make it the one object, not only of
education but of life, and to induce a
contempt for higher learning which
has not for its foundation the same
moti'.e. In the case of the universi-
ties, where, if anywhere, the tradition
of pure education, of culture for its
own sake, stili exists, this sordid
spirit of the age tends to isolate them
from the other extreme of the educa-
tional army, the common schools ;
leading the former to seek large
endowments for the secure prosecu-
tion of their aims, to plant their head-
quarters aside from the mighty army
of students over which they should,
but do not, preside, to make invidious
distinction between the character of
their work and that of the officers in
the ranks below them; to endeavour,
by raising a high pecuniary, rather
than a high intellectual, barrier, to
win a select clientele. Now, no one
will deny that making money is a
creditable business, if made honestly
and for a right purpose, and, so, the
endowments of high institutions of
learning, in order that talented speci-
alists may prosccute their investiga-
tions, is highly praiseworthy. The
question is, Has either of these pur-
suits anything to do with a general
system of education? We think not.
If money considerations are foisted
into the early education of children,
thus robbing them of the only taste
of pure culture which the most of
them can ever hope to have, they
might as well be sent to the work-
shop and store at once. And if
special training is declared to be of
such moment that immature young
men are asked tu elect life pursuits
before their. powers are well in hand,

then would they better abandon the
university and take up, at the first,
with the training school, as many are
already doing ? No, as James Russell
Lowell has recently reminded us, a
university has been defined as a place
where nothing useful is taught ; a
sentiment by the way derived from
Aristotle's more truthful and less
extravagant statement, " Politica, "
VI II., II1.: " ro 8è trEiv 7ravaXo1 &

xpJ-tpoV -lycOta app1ort'rois TOµtEyaAom/4-

XOLÇ ULU TOis iAéX8épots." " To be for-
ever striving for the useful little be-
fits noble and free men." And it is
nobility and freedom of soul that any
education worthy the name inculcates.
But, passing from theory to fact; we
are confronted, at the present day, in
the United States, with schools of so.
called learning, advocating methods
based upon diametrically opposite
principles, the one of which has
for its object the furnishing of the
mind with a learning practical and
useful (to employ the favourite char-
acterization of this kind of education),
the other aiming at the general and
even development of a man's capa-
bilities without regard to its immediate
practicality. We do not have to go
far to derive the parentage of these
two systens. The former, as has
been said, is the direct product of the
spirit of this practical age-an age
which, in politics, demands rights be-
fore respect for law, in business, pro-
fit before honour, in society, wealth
before worth. Such an age must
perforce demand, in education, facts
before theories. But the'simple accu-
mulation of facts-is'like the accumu-
lation of money; in itself, of small
practical utility; nay, of decided detri-
ment in unskilful or untrained hands.
Moreover, exclusive devotion to the
accumulation of facts produces an
effect similar to the exclusive devo-
tion to the accumulation of money,
namely, an incapacity to handle the
material when once-acquired. Th'
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contrast of the treatment of the facts
of evolution by a Darwin and a
Haeckel, or a Tyndall, and of the
use of their accumulated thousands
by a Peabody, and many another
millionaire who might be mentioned,
will serve to illustrate this truth.
There seems to be no doubt that the
preceding ages of intellectual training
in metaphysical and abstract lore
furnished to the human mind just the
necessary education for grappling with
the facts of modern discovery. The
natural order of development would
seem to be first, analysis, then syn-
thesis. A man must first have studied
and thoroughly mastered the relations
of bones in the animal fraie before
he can reconstruct, from a fraction of
the skeleton of an extinct species, not
only the skeleton itself, but the entire
animal. So the inductive philosophy
has no place in the history of a world
or in the education of an individual
before the deductive philosophy has
been, as it were, exhausted. At any
rate, we must confess that this has
been the history of the development
of philosophy, and we have not, as
good evolutionists, the right to say or
even believe that the intellectual life
of the world or of the individual,
could have been developed in any
other way. The "bon mot" of the
epicure, that "doubtless the Lord
could have made a better berry than
the strawberry, but doubtless never
did," would not apply to the actual
fruitage of the human mind. It
ought not to be forgotten, therefore,
that the intellect of man, in the pro-
gress of its collective development by
which it has arrived at what is called
modern civilization, has arrived there,
not by training in specialties, but by
general culture; not by a ratiocina-
tion from the individual to the gen-
eral, but from the general to the
individual; not by a posteriori, but
by a priori processes ; not by the
principles of the "Novum Organon "

of Bacon, but by those of the "Organ-
on" of Aristotle. This was the pro-
cess of tutelage of the human intellect
and it is absurd for us to say that
there might have been a better, or
even any other possible way of intel-
lectual development. This has been
the Way, the Truth, and the Life of
mind evolution, and to us it would
seem to be as safe to discard Him
who has constituted for the ages this
triple bond of union in our religious
and moral life, on the ground that He
had served this purpose, and substi-
tute for Him the Religion of Human-
ity, as for the same reason, to put in
the place of a liberal education any
form of special training whatever. Is
it not plain, from the very nature of
things, that such a substitution in the
place of religion means a cold and
calculating policy instead of a spon-
taneous philanthropy, and, in the case
of education a narrow, sordid, penny
wise-and-pound-foolish policy which
must eventually stunt intellectual
growth?

The necessities of daily life compel
us, more or less, to special pursuits,
and she who has aptly been called
the " mother of invention," will
doubtless furnish us all with a voca-
tion, dependent on our desires, our
ambitions, and our capabilities.
These desires and capablities, again,
must depend, in larger degree, upon
the character of our previous educa-
tion. Just here are we again brought
face to face with the great question,
the actual educational dilemma:
Shall we recognize district schools of
learning which have nothing in con-
mon? or, must the whole systen of
education, properly so called, be
looked.upon as one undivided and
undivisible whole, and should all
that tends to sectionalize, to antag-
onize different schools, especially
schools of different degrees, be pro-
nounced a vice and corruption?

The late Mr. Matthew Arnold was
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not far wrong in his address before
the University of Pennsylvania, about
three years ago. He said (referring
to the cause for the superior popular
education in Germany and Switzer-
land), that cause " has expression
well given to it by an article in the
constitution of Canton Zurich, which
declares that there shall be an 'or-
ganische verburdung;' an organic
connection, between all the.schools
of the Canton, from the lowest to the
highest. It is this connection, this
vital connection of popular with
higher education which produces its
superiority. America has been severe-
ly blamed by foreigners for contenting
hersetf generally with instituting a
good public system of common
schools and leaving intermediate and
higher education to chance. When
one sees colleges such as Harvard,
and Yale, and Columbia, one may be
inclined to say that in America higher
education seems able to take good
care of itself. But the question will
still remain, what connection does it
hold with popular education? What
influence does it exercise upon that?
In England our higher instruction
has no relation whatever with our
popular instruction. In Germany,
France, and Switzerland the case is
otherwise. The popular school is
naturally and properly a municipal
thing. The minister dealing with it
lias under his direct care the training
colleges where the teachers of the
popular schools are formed. You
can understand how this action of
superior instruction upon the teacher
of the common schools must affect
them; how it must tend to raise their
work above the common and average
thing which the school work of insti-
tutions fed from the least cultivated
classes and taught by instructors
drawn from those classes would, of
itself, tend to become . . . There-
fore, I say, that what is most to be
desired for the common school is an

organic connection with higher in-
struction, a vivifying relation and
contact with it. But for this purpose
public instruction nust be organized
as one whole. Intermediate and higher
instruction would, in my opinion, be
great gainers by such an organization.
I can conceive no worthier ambition
than that of training all who are born
in a country like this of yours to all
which is human. But it will no. be
done unless we can impart to popular
education the contempt for charlatan-
ism and vulgarity, the sound standard
of excellence by which all serious
higher instruction is characterized."

In relation to these statements of
Mr. Arnold we' may say that there
seems to be a growing tendency in
the United States to a "reapproach-
ment" of the higher and lower schools
of the educational world, but, in de-
fault of any government organization,
and of a strange lack of condescension
and a certain separateness of the
higher schools, this influence seems
strangely to emanate from the lower
to the higher, instead of, as we should
expect, and as Mr. Arnold argues,
from the higher to the lower, thus,
debasing the higher schools rather
than raising- the lower. One of three
situations must exist; either the uni-
versities and public schools will be
separated by an impassable gulf of
indifference, as is now unfortunately
too much the case, or the universities
will draw the lower schools up into
sympathetic union with themselves,
or, finally, the lower schools under
sordid guidance and by the sheer
weight of numbers will drag down the
universities to a. lower level. Some-
thing like this latter alternative seems
to be the situation in those institutions
where special and elective studies are
entrusted too early to the choice of
the immature, uncultivated and ever
after uncultivable boy.. But in a
government like the United States,
where the people are sovereign, when
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once they see, as sooner or later they
will see, that the avenues to the
highest and best in education should
be freely open to thern, they will have
it so. And when once they see that
they have a right to the best and most
cultivated talent for the instruction of
their children, they will have that at

any cost. Would that that day might
be hastened by the wisdom of our
universities. Would that they might
take the first step toward the forma-
tion of that organic union which
sooner or later must come. Let it
come from the higher source that the
fitness of things may be preserved.

LIMITS OF EDUCATION.

BY C. COLBECK, M A.

T HE word "inspiration" remindsme of one limit in education
which I may shortly disniss here:
the limit of faculty, or natural gitt.

Von omnia possumus omnes. " We
cannot all do everything." Nay,
more, few of us can do many things
well. We recognize this in poetry
and painting, and it is no small gain
that since the spread of higher educa-
tion among women, its recognition in
music bas rid us of much distracting
thrumming of pianos; but we need
to recognize it in all branches of edu-
cation. Teachers may not rashly
assume that the pupil has no turn for
a subject: every one has a turn for
sornething. and that something must
be discovered; but, when the teacher
is sure that the natural gift is lacking,
then instruction in that subject should
be dropped (I do not speak now of
very early education) or confined to
what will give intelligent appreciation
onlv of the work of others.

Close akin to the danger of acqui-
escent absorption of the thoughts of
others ruining individuality and orig-
inality, is the neglect of the limit of
assistance which the teacher may give
the student. " Overhelp," that ener-
vating error, springs also from excess
of power and care on the part of the
teacher, and from the desire to secure
rapid progress. It 'is a real and a
present evil. Notes, vocabularies,
'inroductions, translations have their

bad as well as their good side. Do
you know what the French call "la
vache enragée"? If you do not, I
will only tell you that it means "cudg-
elling one's brains," and I will ask
you to listen to some witty remarks
on the excellence of the practice, or,
to adopt the French metaphor, on the
virtues of that particular form of diet
for the young, by Madame Emile
Girardin. " Oh, tender-hearted moth-
ers!" she says, " mistrust easy meth-
ods: easy methods make lazy brains,
and Jazy brains make fools. Love
your children, smother them with
kisses, spoil them, give them a thou-
sand indulgences, but do not smooth
away the difficulties of life for them.
Watch them, don't help them over-
much, don't let theni break their
necks, but do let them break their
heads against the obstacles of learn-
ing.

Let them vex their souls, grow
discouraged, make mistakes, ask them-
selves questions, gauge themselves,
make mistakes again, train them-
selves, in fact. Spare then heart-
aches if you like, and if you can, but
never spare them the aches and pains
of the brain; stuff them with dainties,
cakes and sweets, but never omit
from their daily fare the generous
dish that gives strength and courage,
the magic food that transforms the
simpleton into a Ulysses, the coward
into an Achilles, the bitter ambrosia
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on which demi-gods are nurtured, the
fare from childhood upwards of all
the great captains of industry and
war, al the great men of the world-
la vache enragée. An old professor
said once, 'Qu'un homme qui n'avait
point mangé de la vache enragée
n'était qu'une poule mouillée.' The
badness of the metaphor is only
equalled by the profound truth of the
tbought." I hope, ladies, that this
ambrosial dish is not unknown to
you. I hope and believe that your
professors make your tasks sometimes
very hard, and that, if vou have begun
your educational career by expunging
the word "impossible" from your
dictionary, it nevertheless somnetimes
rises to your lips in the course of
your daily efforts. Be sure that, in
every great and memorable achieve-
ment, there was a moment, nay, pro-
bably many a moment, when the çour-
age which sustained the struggle was
very near akin to the courage of
despair. I hope that, in whatever
branch of science or art you take up,
you have a clear resolve to press for-
ward to independent judgment, and,
if possible, to original work. You
probably, all of you, learn some lan-
guage, and in languages it often
seems, contrary to our experience in
science'or art, that the work is un-
original, and confined to the following
of beaten paths, and acquisition of
aiready known facts. Let me suggest
to you that even here you cannot do
better, even at an early stage, than
by setting yourselves to translate on
paper, as if for publication, though
not necessarily for publication, some
classic piece of literature. Could I
inspire any one here, for instance, to
attempt to translate, worthilv, Auer-
bach's Barfüssde? If you tried, any
one of you, and succeeded, our Eng-
lish repertory of charming tales, large
as it is, would be enriched by one
gem the more. Whether you suc-
ceeded or not, you would gain greatly

2

in independent knowledge of two
great languages.

You ak how slower pace, self-
questioning, pausing to sift argu-
ments, and master underlying princi-
ples is compatible with a world in
which the field of knowledge widens
day by day, and the stress of life
grows harder. I admit the difficulty
frankly, but I will not admit that it is
insuperable. If we teach more thor-
oughly, you will say, we must teach
fewer subjects in a given time. That
is precisely what I would do, but I
would aiso extend the given time in-
definitely by recognizing practically,
what most would admit theoretically,
that the time for education is co-
extensive with the span of life itself.
There have been too many limits
supposed or imposed upon the time
for education, many have been proved
imaginary, many removed : let us not
fear to break down the rest. It is a
false theory of education which im-
posed the same "curriculum" upon
all scholars; it is a false theory which
prates of the classics and the learned
languages ; it is a false theory, again,
which, flying to the other extreme,
foists all "ologies " into a time-table,
or a prospectus which seems to pro-
mise omniscience; a false theory
which lays it down that language can
only be acquired by the young, that
the memory is strongest in the young;
it is a false theory that invented the
term " finishing·' schools, and re-
garded education as at an end when
practical life began. I do not need
to tell you that your very existence,
and that of kindred societies, was
first a protest against these narrowing,
unnecessary limitations, and are now
a triumphant demonstration of the
contrary. Let us frankly acknow-
ledge that much of the education of
the young is, and must be, merely a
training in practical and useful arts,
intellectual or manual. It is true
that there is much of indispensable
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knowledge that is of the alphabet
type, chiefly mechanical, and that as
the race of life grows severer this may
become more and more the case.
It may well be that specialization will
have to be stricter, and to begin
earlier ; that the majotity of children
will need to acquire. for instance, the
art of shorthand writing, the Morse
code, the art of the type-writer and
the phonograph ; or that for all des-
tined to a commercial life a know-
ledge of Volapük, or whichever Welt-
sprache wins in the battle of the
languages, may be indispensable.
There looms before us even the pos-
sibility, though we may hope it may
never be realized, of universal military
training, which, if it ever cornes, will
assuredly cut a large cantle out of the
time which now can be given to bietter
things. Even this, and all that I have
mentioned, and more, it seems to me,
we can face without losing hope.

I can hardly omit to speak, how-
ever iriefly, of that cry for technical
education which is echoed with ap-
parent approval hy so many different
parties. As I understand it, it has
my fullest symp.athy, but I am not
prepared to give an unqualified assent
to all that I hear said upon the sub-
ject and I wholly disapprove of the
advantage the Governn-ent are seek-
ing to take of the cry to foster a
reactionary movement in education of
which we may not yet know the worst.
If it means a concession to those who
have always thought the education of
the poor a social mistake, lifting them
out of their proper sphere, and foster-
ing discontent-if it means the foist-
ing into the instruction given to
children between the ages of ten and
fourteen of manual training such as
is now given in the workshops between
the ages of fourteen and eighteen--
then it will prove a mere short sighted
serving of tables, it will be a curse
and not a blessing ; and, so far from
enabling us as a nation to keep our

position in the industrial race, it will
make it certain that we shall fall
behindhand. I fear that to many it
does mean this, and I fear still more
that, if ill-organized, it may degener-
ate into 'this. What I hope it will
mean is the bringing of the intellect
to bear upon the mechanical pro.
cesses, and, conversely, the stimulat-
ing and resting of the intellect by an
alternation with manual skill and
training of the eye ; and that it may
not be confined to the artisan classes
only, but form a part of the education
of most of us, in order that thus the
artisan may become more intelligent,
inventive and progressive, and our
intellectual classes more practical and
eapable. Then we may find here
some common ground where the utili-
tarian in education and the idealist
may fraternize; our children will have
a better time of it than we have had,
and will renew with truth the old
Homeric boast that "they are better
men than their fathers were."

This topic, fron which I will pass
on, for time is short, leads us natur-
ally to that of physical education.
What limits shal we impose upon it?
Roughly speaking, there are two par-
ties: the watchword () the one is
" Health," and of the other " Amuse-
ment." The first party, starting from
medical and physiological considera-
tions, aims at producing a complete
animal, and finds its means to the
end in drill and gymnastics ; the other
trusts to sport and games, and holds
that, if games are sufficiently varied,
the mere machine will be perfect
enough for practical, purposes, while
the merriment, energy, courage, and
other moral qualities which well-
ordered games foster, are blessings
not attainable, or less completely
attainable, by the rival system. There
is much to be said for bpth views,
but I personally hold that the balance
of advantage is .strongly on the side
of the "gam.es ." party.
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It remains that I should speak,
however briefly, of the education of
the Emotions and the Will, of moral
and religious education. Let me put
first what can be most shortly stated.
I was much struck sonie years ago by
the remark of a successful headmaster
of a great school in the north of
England, apropos of the question
whether a university education should
be given as a preliminary to practical
life, and especially to a business life,
that learning weakened the will-power,
and that on these grounds he doubted
whether the successful men of busi.
ness w,-re not better trained by pas-
sing straight from school to active life.
I would not admit that the objection
was fatal then, and I do not admit it
now.

But we must, I think, admit
that the scholar lacks opportunities
for the exercise and developraent of
the will, and we must reckon it among
the dangers of a too exclusive atten-
tion to the intellect only that the
governing powers may be lost tempo-
rarily or permanently. No teaching
can confer will-power, the natural gift
differs perhaps more here than else-
where ; but like ail powers it grows
by exercise, and the student needs
the warning that it is at his peril that
he withdraws at any time altogether
from active participation in social life.
Among the- pros and cons of the
battle of Boarding-Schools versus Day
Schools, the opportunity in the for-
mer for exercising the governing
powers may fairly claim a high place.
As to moral and religious education,
I cannot say more than that, while
the intellectual apprehension of social
duties, of the desirability and necessity
of justice, kindness, honesty, temper-
ance, can be evoked by the parent or
teacher, from the earliest years, and
must be so, what is more important is
not the knowledge of good and evil,
but the practice of the one, and the
eschewing of the* -other ; and that,

again, while the "early custom of
education," as Bacon has well called
it, can produce the habit of well-
doing, there is something beyond
which cannot be intellectually appre-
hended, and which transcends ail
good habits and good conduct, and
that is the love of virtue in itself, the
independent choice of the good at ail
hazards, the enthusiasm of morality,
which is communicable indeed, at
least the germs of it-let us be thank-
ful that it is so--but not teachable in
the strict sense of that word. And
therefore 1, at least, am content with
our present compromise in the edu-
cation of the people, which leaves re-
ligious teaching mainly to the Sunday
School and the Church, reads the
Bible to the children day by day,
trusts to high-minded teachers to en-
force, by precept and example, lessons
of duty and the art of living, and
thus, while minimising the danger of
sectarianism, leaves as little room as
may be for serious complaints from
any side. The teacher in morals
and religion comes sooner to the
limits of his usefulness than he does
in the sphere of knowledge. He can
teach definitions, he can illustrate, he
can trace consequences, he can teach
a prudential morality, he can teach
dogmas and catechisms, he can teach
the history of morals and religion;
and there is a proper time, no dotubt,
for some of ail this-perhaps for all.
But it does not take us far. He can
teach more by example than by pre-
cept, and at times, according to his
lights, he may inspire-more often, if
he is single-minded and honest, he
will do so without being aware of it ;
but he dare not place " piety" in his
-prospectus of subjects or his time-
table, and he can no more teach
"purity of heart" than poor Dr.
Keats could. Let us admit-for it is
true-that we are- never so conscious
of the limitation of our learning as
when we stand' abash-ed in the pres-
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ence of some simple soul to whom
has cone, not by observation, nor by
taking thought, but by the grace of
God, a spark of goodness that has
grown into a burning light, and in
the midst of this wholesone humility

let us take comfort from the know-
ledge that such simple pious souls are
to be found for the world's sweeten-
ing, subject to no limits of age, or
rank, or race, or creed.-Eng//så
Journal of Education.

THE TRIALS AND TRIUMPHS OF THE TEACHER.

BY EX-PRESIDENT JAMES M'COSH, D.D., LL.D.

T HERE are some professions whosedaily work tends to do good, to
spread happiness or promote morality.
Ail human occupations are not of this
character. He who keeps a drinking
house or a gambling house must at
times be visited with the reflection
that what he does is fostering and in
the end producing misery. Somejem-
ployments, legitimate in themselves,
may incidentally gender evil. The
lawycr, obliged to defend the accused
in all cases, may at times be protect-
ing the villain to the injury of society.
On the other hand, there are profes-
sions whose habitual employments
produce only good, and this whether
those who engage in thern are or are
not conscious of it. The physician,
in curing disease, is lessening pain
and promoting health and happiness.
The minister of religion, if he be
faithful to the trust committed to
him, is elevating the character and
adding to the peace and joy of all
who allow themselves to be swayed
by him.

Such facts should be considered
and weighed by young men and
women in choosing their life work.
It is a great encouragement to a per-
son with any moral perception, and
may save him from mucLi temptation,
to know that every act he does is
fitted to promote the good of man
and woman, boy or girl, and thereby
adding to the sum of human enjoy-
ment.

Now the teacher has this gratifica-

tion to allure him on in all his labours
In his daily employment he is increas-
ing the intelligence and thereby aug-
menting the felicity of those who are
under his instructions. He should
not think of this in a self-righteous
spirit as if the merit belonged to him-
self, vhereas it is due to Him who
has arranged the consequences of
things and not to those whose main
motive may be to earn a livelihood.
Still it is a pleasant thought-and he
is entitled to cherish it-that in all
his work he is promoting the best
interests of young people, which will
live when he has to leave this world.

The work of teaching is in itself an
elevating one, bringing the teacher
into connection with young and fresh
minds. He who is engaged in it
feels as if he were doing something
worthy of himself and of the talents
which God has given him. No doubt
he has not the same opportunities of
earning money as the merchant, the
lawyer or banker. But to counter-
balance this he is inÀé more inde-
pendent position than many others;
he may have an income sufficient to
support him, and should not be lia-
ble to the reverses, culninating it
may be in poverty or bankruptcy, to
which members of the other higher
professions are exposed. He has
commonly the evenings at his dis-
posal and may employ them in im-
proving his mind, or making hirmself
happy in deeds of benevolence.

There are some young men and
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women who should not become teach-
ers; they have ro aptitude for the
work and would, therefore, become
failures should they attempt it. There
are those who have no interest in
young people and so caunot be
troubled with them and cannot attract
them. Such persons would never
have the heart and courage to meet
the waywardness of children and the
self-sufficiency of young men and
women. Again there are those who
have no power of expression or expo-
sition and cannot make a difficult
lesson comprehensible to the juvenile
mind. Ojice more there are those
who have a bad temper which they
are unable or unwilling to control;
these are sure to be cnstantly irrita-
ted by the impudence of boys or the
pettedness of girls, and they had
better betake themselves to some less
.annoying occupation. But young
men and women of fair natural abil-
ity and who are not hopelessly hin-
dered by such weaknesses as these
should seriously consider whether
they might not have a happy as well
as a useful life in the high work of
training the rising generation.

A person enquiring whether he
should seek the office of teacher
ought to look carefully at the duties
required. The first of these is to
secure obedience on the part of the
pupil, and the second is like unto it,
to see that the lessons are thoroughly
learned. Where this is not done all
higher instruction, moral and religi-
ous, must be valueless, perhaps even
injurious, as tending to prejudice
young people against what is good.
I have noticed that the schoolmaster
or professor who is ever preaching
piety, but who cannot keep order, is
of all teachers the most likely to turn
away his scholars from religion. On
the other hand, it is equally certain
that a mere disciplinarian or formalist,
strict as a Pharisee, is not likely to
rear the highcst style of pupil. A

thorough instructor must aim at some-
thing higher than coming up to the
requirements of the State Superin-
tendent or his Board of Trustees.
He must seek to attract the interest
and, if possible, to gain the affections
of those whom he would lead and
guide. Mere discipline, however
perfect, will not generate a living and
lively school. With nothing else
there will be a vant of attention on
the part of the scholars and a conse-
quent dulness and stupidity in the
work executed. It is not enough to
have system, there must be life super-
added. The teacher who would
make lively pupils must himself be
alive. It needs fire to diffuse heat.
The dull teacher produces dull schol-
ars. Almost all the great teachers I
have known have been distinguished
for life. Some of them have been
lively to excess, and been absolutely
without common sense ; but they
were able to carry on their pupils by
the stream of their enthusiasm.

The instructor should set before
him a higher aim than merely to ex-
act lessons and impart knowledge.
This I fear is the standard adopted
by many of our State teachers-he
must not only teach in the narrow
sense of the term, he has to train the
child. He should aim not merely to
secure good conduct, but to instil
good principles. For this purpose he
must labour to form good habits,
habits of diligence, habits of truth-
speaking, habits of civility to all,
habits of kindness-if possible h. bits
of benevolence. In short, he must
seek to mould the character, and
thereby determine the future conduct
and life. It is only so far as he suc-
ceeds in this that he can himself draw
the highest satisfaction and receive
the highest enjoyment from bis work
-enjoyment from seeing that he is
doing good. To accomplish the high-
est ends of education, there must be
-what God shows to us who ought

Lot
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to be his disciples-love mingled with
law, love to stimulate and law to
restrain. Every one who knows hu-
man nature will be prepared to ac-
knowledge that the teacher cannot
secure these ends to the fullest, ex-
cept by making his pupil religious, and
this, I may add, lie cannot expect
unless he himself is religious.

He who would aspire to be a suc-
cessful teacher must realize that the
method of instruction is advancing,
both in the higher and lower depart.
ments. I can testify that the highest
colleges and universities are alive and
in motion-at times I think going
backward, as when they prescribe a
curriculum which tempts the student
to take the easier and not the more
solid subjects, and allows him to have
a degree without having studied the
branches fitted to brace and enlarge
the mind. But, upon the whole,
they are going forward-as freely ad-
mitting new branches of learning and
insisting on a thorough mastery of
the subjects taken. Elementary teach-
ing is also making progress in its
methods and in its results. The
teacher who would rise in his profes-
sion must be prepared to advance
with the times. He must be ready
to juin the teachers' associations, and
read the teachers' journals which ex-
plain and criticize the new methods
proposed, and he has in the exercise
of good sense to guard against accept-
ing a new method because it is new,
or rejecting an old subject because it
is old.

But it is said that he who becomes
a teacher will have his dificulties, his
disappointments and his sorrows. No-
where are these described more gra-
phically or more tenderly than by
Walter Scott in the language ascribed
to Mr. Pattieson, schoolmaster at
Gandercleugh, in the Preliminary to
"Old Mortality." Scott there writes
as sympathizingly as if be had been,
which he never was, a schoolmaster

himnelf. He speaks of the teacher
who, " stunned vith the hum and
suffocated with the closeness ot his
school-room, has spent the whole day
(himself against a host) in controlling
petulance, exciting indifference to
action, striving to eilighten stupidity
and labouring to soften obstinacy,
and whose very powers of intellect
have been confouided by hearing the
same dull lesson repeated a hundred
times by rote and only varied by the
various blunders of the reciters. Even
the flowers of classic genius with which
his solitary fancy is most gratified have
been rendered degraded in his imag-
ination by their connection with tears,
with errors and with punishment, so
that the Eclogues of Virgil and Odes of
Horace are each inseparably allied in
association with the sullen figure and
monotonous recitation of some blub-
bering school-boy."

There are other and coarser trou-
bles to which the teacher is exposed.
There is the scolding mother not sat-
isfied with the attention or the posi-
tion allotted to the son or daughter
or offended with the penalties im-
posed for misdemeanours. There is
the boy or girl spoiled at home and
ready to work mischief in the school
by violence or cunning.

But let the would-be teacher re-
member that all other trades and pro-
fessions have also their annoyances.
Customers complain of the goods of
the storekeeper and of the articles
manufactured by the mechanic. Cli-
ents are not satisfied with the way in
which the lawyer has conducted their
case. Friends are disappointed with
the doctor because the patient has
not recovered. It is true emphati-
cally that " man is born to trouble as
the sparks fly upward." Al engaged
in public work are exposed to suspi-
cions, and may have scandals propa-
gated against them. It is in the.
midst of such disturbances that man's
sagacity is called forth and the manly,
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independent and upright character
formed.

People see their own troubles be-
cause of their proximity, not those of
their neighbour because of their dis-
tance. How often have I found the
sons of ministers declining to follow
the sacred profession of their father,
because they saw the hardships to
which he had been exposed in find-
ing sustenance for his family, and
rushing into other walks of life where
their temptations have been greater
and the respect paid to them much
less. The best public defense of a
man is his character, and his inward
support the consciousness of acting
righteously.

Over against his trials the teacher
has more ent.ouragenents than are
found in most walks of life. They
may surely have great and pure grati.
fication when they see this pupil and
that pupil growing like the plant in
knowledge and in all that is good.
There will be fathers and mothers
showing deep gratitude for the care
taken of their children. It is well
known that children are not apt to
have as much affection for their par-
ents as their parents have had for
them. In like manner. it is scarcely
to be expected that the scholars should
love their teachers as their teachers
have loved them. Still there will be
numerous cases in which the pupils
through life' cherish an affection for
their old masters and show them a
respect which is not paid in almost
any other profession. In all cases
the fruit of a faithful instructor will
remain and go down to the generation
following. The 'good which he has
done will thus spread throughout the
whole region in which his pupils are
scattered.

It has to be admitted that the
teacher has not always had the posi-
tion in society which he ought to
have from the important nature of his
-office and work. Iin ancient times

the work of educating the children
of a farmly was often committed to
slaves. In modern times the teacher
has not zi.ways so h.gh a status al-
lowed him as the other learned pro
fessions. But 1 am sure that the
status of the instructor of youth will
advance with the advance of civiliza-
tion. In this as in so many other
cases, lie who would mount up must
climb; he cannot be lifted up by an-
other. I am persuaded that the time
is not distant when teachers of youth,
lower and higher, will rank with the
lower and higher grades of ministers
and lawyers. The teachers should
remember that their success in this
commendable enterprise will depend
on their gentlemanlike and ladylike
bearing.

My readers would feel it to be an
omission if, in speaking so fully ôf
pedagogues, I did not mention that
most of them are apt to have charac-
ters of their own-some of them
eccentricities and oddities. Their
peculiarities are apt to be produced
by the nature of their work. They
are rulers in their domains. The
Queen of England and the President
of the United States have no such
absolute power. The teacher ques-
tions all his subjects and is questioned
of none. The consequence is that
he is commonly independent and is
apt to show his independence. We
have all known teachers who have
been noted for their opinionativeness
-that is, they had opinions of their
own, and were sure to obtrude them
in, season and out of season. Our
men and women o sense take pains
to restrain this tendency. As they
rise in the scale of society their sharp
points will be rubbed off and we shall
have fewer of those Dominie Samp-
sons who have so amused us.

It is to be understood that thesé
remarks apply throughout not only to
the schoolmasters but to the profes-
sors in our academies and colleges.
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These last feel that they are educat-
ing and swaying the highest juvenile
minds of the country and preparing
them for influential postions as teach-
ers, doctors, ministers, magistrates,
judges and statesnen who may each
in his own place help to form the
character and direct the energies of
the country.

I cannot close ibis paper without
stating that my highest enjoyments
have arisen during ail my public life
in teaching young people in the criti-
cal age when the character is formed.
As a minister of the Word I had
always 100, sometimes as nany as
170, young men and women under
me whom I instructed in bigh bibli-
cal knowledge. For the last thirty-
seven years I have had the privilege
of instructing every year at least 150,
and latterly upward of 200 students,
in a branch which 1 believe is fitted
more than any other academic study
to enlarge and elevate the mind. My
tastes and the talents which God bas
given me, have tended and flowed ail
along toward mental philosophy. At
the age of sixteen I read-1 acknow-
ledge prematurely- Thomas Brown
and David Hume. I cherished the
affection when I was studying the-
ology under Chalmers in the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh. Without neglect-
ing my parochial work among 1,400
church-niembers I indulged the taste
in secret, knowing that there was a
prejudice against metaphysics. I
I have to thank God and man that in
my years of full naturity I have been
put in positions to gratify my deeply
seated inclination and to turn it to

THE mhole track of history is marked with
the ruin of empires, which, having been
founded ir injustice or perpetuated by wrong,
were ultimately destroyed.-WILuAM M.
TAYLOR.

noble ends. I first got the means of
fully gratifying my cherished passion
when the eminent statesman, Lord
Clarendon, had a copy sent him,
without my knowledge, of my first
work, spent the whole Sabbath in
reading it, forgetting to go to church,
and during the week appointed me
Professor of Logic and Metaphysics
in the newly established Queen's Col-
lege, Belfast. lin Princeton College,
to n hich I was appointed without any
application on my part (on the sug-
gestion, I believe, of Dr. Irenæus
Prime), I have had the fullest oppor-
tunity of gratif3ing my natural and
acquired.propensity, and as it brought
me into close relationship with a large
body of the students, I have found it
not inconsistent with my other duties
as President of the college. I bave
found the injunction a wise one, Doce
ut discas. The answering at the re-
citations, the difficulties felt, the ob-
jections taken by the students have
compelled me thoroughly to compre-
hend the better the profound philo-
sophic themes which I taught. I can,
now rejoice in the thought that I
have pupils exercising an influence
for good in the Irish province of
Ulster, through a large part of the
United States, in India and in China
(where I bave Sir Robert Hart). I
know that there are thousands of
other instructors in our upper schools
and colleges, who have had a like
experience, with their marked tastes
for other branches, for literature, for
classics and the now innumerable
branches of science, tbecretical and
practical.

No intellectual investment, I feel certain,
bea·., suel, ample and such regular interest as
gems of English, Latin or Greek literature
deposited in our memory during our child-
hood and youth.-MAx MULLER.
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NUMBER-WORK FOR BEGINNERS.*

BY MISS ESTHER M. CHAPMAN.

T HE selection of a subject for dis-
cussion having been left to me,

I have chosen one that has always
possessed a peculiar interest, narnely,
"Number-work for beginners."

A child entering one of our un-
graded schools at the age of six or
eight has small idea or conception of
number. Many of us as teachers
make a mistake in assuming that the
little ones know things of which in
reality they are profoundly ignorant.
The best method of dealing with
them is to assume that they know
nothing whatever of number. If the
teacher takes an interest in the sub-
ject and displays even a moderate
share of tact, the lessons may be made
bright and inspiring and a source of
real pleasure. I know of no exercise
which will so thoroughly arouse a
child as a properly-conducted number
lesson. And now for a few practical
details culled from experience.

Provide as many objects as possible
-smooth pebbles, grains of corn,
acorns, buttons, splints. Place these
things upon a table if you can secure
one, and let the children stand around.
If not, in lieu of one, prop the desk-
lid to level and begin. Of course the
first act in the performance will be
the knocking out of the prop and the
scattering of your material to the four
corners of the school-room. Do not,
if you can help it, scold the nervous,
awkward little creature who was the
cause of the catastrophe. Smile
brightly as though such an occurrence
were quite a matter of course, and on
the whole rather good fun, gather the
things together and go cheerfully to
work again.

* A Paper read before a Teachers' Insti-
tute at West Point, Mississippi.

The number three is a good start-
ing point for the average child. The
perception of this number or the-
ability to recognize as a whole is the
first step. Call upon them to show
you three acorns, three pebbles, hold
up three fingers, nod iliree times, make
three steps. Place the figure 3 upon
the blackboard, and try to make them
understand that it is the symbol of
the objects before then. Ask them,
" What can you find in 3?" If this%
is a first lesson they will stare you,
blankly in the face, and you must say,
"I find i and 2 in 3," separating the

.pebbles into groups as you speak, and
and making each one arrange thern
in the same way. Go then to the
board and write 1+2= 3. Tell them
half a dozen little stories to illustrate
this, as " Two ducks were swimming
on the pond and one more came to.
join them. If you have been holding
their attention all this time when youi
say, "Now who can tell me a story
like that ?" Put on the board a pic-
ture; this may consist of one ring
with two more directly under it. The.
brightest child in the class (there is
always a brigþtest one) will thrust up
a hand with the request, " Let me
make a picture." " Certainly," that
is precisely what you wished to elicit,
This will be enough for one lesson.
Leave them to copy the .formula
I + 2 =3. If they succeed even after
repeated trials it will be a boon tc
you; you will have provided so much
" busy work " to keep them employed
while you are engaged in other mat-
ters. The next lesson continues the.
analyses, finding that 2 + I =3, that.
there are 3 ones in 3, etc. A third.
lesson introduces the minus sign -.
Interpret minus by telling them that.
it means " to take away." Let thetm
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find out that if one be taken from
three two reinain. Require them to
perform the operation, inake the pic
ture, tell the story. This they are
very fond of and soon do with great
ease, sometimes showing no little
imagination. There is a tragic tale
that is a part of the stock in trade of
my little fellows. It is about what
happened to part of a certain number
of boys who went fishing after their
mammas had told them not to.

The closing step is a comparison
with smaller numbers. This is harder
for them ; they easily discover that 3
is more than i, but they cannot tell
how many more, or that i is less than
3, but it may take several lessons to
teach them how many less. Be patient,
go over and over, but have a care
lest you weary them. Make the time
short, laugh with them, talk with
them, keep them wide awake, employ
many devices to keep them from find-
ing out how many times you are re-
peating the same thing.

It will readily be seen that 4 is a
more interesting number than 3.
There are more facts in it. For in-
stance, it may be divided into two
equal parts. And just here, though
it may seem premature, you may give
a lesson on fractions, cutting an apple
into two equal parts before their eyes,
and dividing the pebbleès into equal
groups of two. Very soon the child-
ren will know that 4 + ý is one whole,
and that 4 of 4=2, and will be able
to write these facts and make pictures
of them, Better stiil, they will have
conceptions that will last always and
that will enable them to stamp more
complex pictures upon that wonder-
ful sensitive plate-a child's brain.
As the lessons progress, a wise teacher,
recognizing that objects are a means
not an end, will try to abstract the
idea· from the concrete objects and
gradually dispense with them, using
them only occasionally to test the
correctness of mental processes. Do
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not be afraid to give them the sign
of multiplication and division at an
early stage, only being very sure that
they are thoroughly comprehended;
their accurate and rapid use soon be-
comes reflex action. I have often
been surprised to see the develop-
ment of a child's reasoning faculties
under this system. I will say: "If
6+ 5 =11, how much is 11 - 6? in
an instant a dozen hands are up.
And such eager hands! Their own-
ers nearly shake them off. Or if
6 x 2 = 12, how much is 12÷6 ? It
is very clear that I vould exceed the
time allotted to me and weary you all
were I to attempt to go into the minu-
tiæ of this subject. I have only given
a few points and these are merely
suggestive. It remains for each
teacher to work out of his own indi-
viduality a plan for himself.

A SNOW PARABLE.
BY A. L. SALMON.

Softly falis the snow and slowly, slowly,
O'er the solitude of wold and hill ;

Winds are breathing desolate and lowly
Where the wearied world is lying still.

Al the dismal darkness of the city
Lies enshrouded with a perfect white

God in wonderful eternal pity
Sends his snowy message through the night.

Like a cloak of pardon and remission
Falls the snow on city den and street-

Emb em of the contrite heart's condition,
Earnest of forgiving love complete.

Where the sin and sadness are unsleeping
Lies a purity which is not theirs ;

Thro' the night there cornes a sound of
weeping,

Thro' the night there comes a voice of
prayers.

Turn, O hungry souls that tire of sinning,
Take the oeace which earth can never give I

Leave the by-gone for a new beginning,
Leave the dreariness of death, and live,.

Softly falls the snow and slowly, slowly,
O'er the solitude of street and mart:

Hear, O Father! Thou art holy--
Lay its whiteness on the sinner's heart.

- -Good Words.



Notes for Teachers.

NOTES FOR TEACHERS.

THE ELEPHANT'S TRUNK. - The
elephant has more muscles in its
trunk than any other creature posses-
ses in its whole body, their number
being, according to Cuvier, no less
than 40,000, while the whole of a
inan's muscles only number 527.
The proboscis or trunk of the ele-
phant, which contains this vast quan-
tity of small rmuscles, variously inter-
laced, is extremely flexible, endowed
with the most exquisite sensibility and
the utmost diversity of motion.-The
School Newspaper.

A HISToRY LESSON.-I know that
a good history lesson is a fatiguing
one to give, that it is disappointing to
find presently how little of it is re-
membered; but we must take heart
in the knowledge that its value lies in
mental and moral stimulus, in increase
of power and alertness, in awakened
curiosity, in an enlarged horizon, in
the exercise of the reasoning faculties
through definition and expression, in
the training of the emotions and the
conscience. Our pupils may display
no signs of " a universal insight into
things "; we shall not the less ear-
nestly continue striving to render still
more practical this most practical of
trainings, and looking to the end of
our great vocation, which is to fashion
"steadfast pillars of the State."-R. F
Charles, in the Journal of Education
(London).

SOMEONE, who evidently felt the
truth of what he was writing, has said
that a valuable essay might be written
on the healing or mitigating poWer of
books on the mind and heart Most
of us at some time of our lives want a
good Samaritan to take pity on us,
and a* good many of us reject the
proffered oil and wine for the reason
that we do not care to lay bare our

wounds which want healing. But un-
failing friends do exist whose minis-
trations any one of us can àccept, and
these are books; they never betray
our secrets, they sympathize, fortify,
or rebuke us, and we can turn from
one to the other seeking whichever
seems to heal our present trouble
best. They ask no gratitude, and,
above all, they lift us out of our nar-
row sphere of petty trouble into a
larger one of thought and reasoning.
-The HosÊital.

DON'T HAVE PREJUDIcES.-I was
told that a Charles P- would give
me no end of trouble, and unfortun-
ately I believed it. He was a large
boy, not well dressed, and annoyed
me excessively by constantly looking
at me. I was quite set against him,
too, because the other boys seemed to
take to him. I kept myself prepared
for an outbreak, and was surprised
that none came. One night after all
had gone, he returned and said the
wagon was coming, and asked me to
go up to "<their house." I consented,
and on arriving was told by the
mother, "Charles thinks so much of
you." I felt guilty enough. I had
been harboring the worst thoughts
about Charles, and here he was, think-
ing kindly about me. " Yes, Charles
would do anything for you. He has
been talking about having you come
up here ever since he has been to
school. He never got along very
well before ; 'the teacher did not seem
to understand him. Noiv he thinks
he is doing so well." I determined
to deserve the good opinion of this
lad. I found him one of the noblest
boys in the school, and then and
there determined not to have preju-
dices against pupils. I have been
disappointed again and again with
grown-up people; they are not what

to7
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they seem. So it is with pupils.
Once a child said to me on the first
day, " I sha'n't like you." She had
taken a dislike to nie from my looks.
I bestirred myself and deterinined she
should likt me. About twoweeks after
she lingered behind and said, "I like
you ever so much." I felt I had
gained a victory. We cannot im-
prove under those we do not love.-
C. D. Elmore, in New York School
Journal.

ELECTRICAL TRAMWAYS. -Electri-
city has entirely banished animal
power on the street railroads in Scran-
ton, Pennsylvania. The People's
Street Railroad Company, which now
operates all the lines in the city, was
one of the first to try the electriq
motor, and has been, in operation,
one of the most successful. There
are in all twenty five miles of street
railroad in the city and its suburbs,

some of which is very difficult to>
operate, having very short curves and
grades as high as io per cent. The
ordinary duty of a car is about roo.
miles per day. The systei in use is
the overhead wire, the power-wire
being carried above the track on
brackets suspended from cross-wires
stretched from poles on either side of
the street. A feeder-wire is carried
on the poles on one side, so that in
case of a break in the.main wire, a
new connection can be made at any
point and current supplied without
delay. The connection between the
power wire and the car is made by a
trolley carried on a long iron rod on
top of the car, and the connection can
be made or broken by a slight move-
ment of the conductor's or driver's
hand. . The cars run very smoothly
and well, and do not seem to experi-
ence any difliculty in climbing the
steepest gradient. - The Glasgozw
Herald.

PUBLIC OPINION.

PLINY AND THE PUBLIC SCHOoLS.
-Furthermore, finding that there was
no school at Comune, and that the
boys had to be sent away to Milan to
be educated, he engaged to pay one-
third of the salary of a qualified teacher,
and would have paid the whole had
he not believed it was wrong to re-
lieve the parent of his responsibility.
" Where," says he, " could boys pass
their time more pleasantly than in
their own district, be subject to more
virtuous control than under the eye
of their parents, or be reaied more
cheaply than at home." These words
and acts of Pliny are of special interest
in the present day.--yames Cowan,
M. A., Asst. Master, Manchester
Grammar School.

A MATRON.-An alderman in Chi-
cago is preparing a novel plan which

provides for the appointment of a
matron for each public school, whose
sole duty will be to keep an eye on
the scholars and see that their cloth-
ing, shoes, and stockings are not wet.
before they enter upon their school
duties. When the influenza epidemic
was at its height, Alderman Powers
learned that 3o,ooo children were
stricken with the complaint, and after
studying the matter he came to the
conclusion that some of the children
must have caught the epidemic be-
cause of the wet weather.-Thie School-
master.

CHARACTER OF TEACHERS.-The
London School Board has taken a.
wise step in making confidential in-
quiries with regard to the moral char-
acter of candidates for appointment
as teachers. General testimonials af-
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ford little guidance except to experts
who can read between the lines and
knows something of the personal
equation to be applied to their writ-
ers. The teachers of the London
School Board have hitherto been ap-
pointed too exclusively on the strength
of their academic qualifications. The
result has not been satisfactory. Many
teachers of high attainm.ents and great
ability have been appointed whose
moral qualifications have been by no
means on a par with their intellectual.
-The School Yournal.

WHAT IS OF VALUE ?-How Often
are the teachers of the young asked
this question by anxious parents, full
of care for their children's future ?
How often is the answer given in
some such form as this, "Going to
the University, is he ? Well, he must
grind away at classics or mathematics
-one of the two; it won't pay him
to take up both." Or the question
may resolve itself into an ever recur-
ring cry from the parents thenselves:
" How is the boy doing in French ?
Can he talk a little German ? How
many words a minute can he write in
shorthand ? " And so on, and so on.
What a farce the whole thing is !
What good will his classics or mathe-
matics do him if he is so self-willed,
so undisciplined, that at Cambridge
or Oxford lie wastes his substance in
riotous living ? Will his French or his
German advance him a yard upon the
road to success if his latent energy
has not been brought out, if his sense

ýof steadfastness has not been edu-

cated ? Or his skill in shorthand,
will that compensate liimn or his pa-
rents when he has not the virtues
which are needed even at the clerk's
desk ? We repeat again whit a farce
the whole thing is ! Vhen will the
parent recognize that an education in
habit is better than an education in
tongues; that it is even more valu-
able, more paying in his own paltry
sense? Of course we must be prac-
ical; if we do not bake we shall have

no bread. But to train a lad up to
tenacity, steadfastness, hardiness, and
a real sense of duty is truly practical,
and practical in a most undisguised
form. It vill pay from the beginning,
it will pay in the long run. It will
enable him to lay a course of bricks
with the exacting soul of the true
artist, even if he be but a bricklayer ;
and it will lead him to do equal jus-
tice to the most helpless and the most
influential, should lie be called to the
responsibility of controlling human
affairs. There is hardly a schoolmaster
in existence who has not been asked
by some fond fàther or anxious mother
if the boy has reached certain stages
in Greek or Latin, French, or what
not; but how many of us are asked,
and how often, if that lad is learning
to restrain his passions, to be brave
and truthful, to be grateful to his
elders and generous to his equals-to
be, in short, diligent in all things ?
Few of us, indeed 1 Truly has it been
said that the culture of the head is
left to the schoolmaster, but the cul-
ture of the heart to circumstances.-
T/ie Private Schoolmaster.

GEOGRAPHY.

A NEW RAILWAY IN BRITISH COL-
UMBIA.-The southern section of the
Province is at present badly in need
of railway accommodation. From
the eastern boundary to the Pacific
Coast is a strip of fine country possess-

ing rich and varied resources. Near
the eastern boundary are the Crow's
Nest coal deposits. In them have
been found thick seams of the best
coal. The supply appears to be in-
haustible. Coming west are mining

lo9
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districts known to be rich in gold,
silver and other metals, ail waiting for
a railroad to develop them. There
are fine agricultural lands capable of
yielding heavy crops of wheat on the
route of a railway running from east
to west, and it would run through the
bunch grass district, on which any
number of cattle and horses could
feed and fatten. In this southern
section are also large areas of timber
land, which without better neans of
transport. than now exist are of little
or no use to the Province. A rail-
road through this southern strip would
rnake ail those resources immediately
available. The coal of the Crow's
Nest seams is absolutely necessary to
enable the miners of the districts be.
tween the Rockies and the Coast to
work their mines to advantage; gnd
the agricultural and grazing lands
need a railway to get their products
to a market. The Spokane Falls and
Northern Railvay Company have, we
see, made application to construct
roads in this district, and the Crow's
Nest and Kootenay Lake Railway
Company have a charter to build a
road through the eastern part of it.
The country would be benefited and
the projectors' interests would be
served if these roads were all incor-
porated into one scheme. We trust,
therefore, that the Crow's Nest Coal
and Mineral Company (Limited) will
come to an agreement with the Spok-
ane and Northern Railway Co., and
unite to give the Province a through
railway from Crow's Nest to English
Bay.-T/Ae Victoria Colonist (B.C.).

ENGLAND AND PORTUGAL.-The
difficulty between England and Portu-
gal has ended by the complete sub.
mission of Portugal. The trouble

cational Month/'.

arose through the invasion by Portu-
guese forces of the territory occupiéd
by the Makololo in the highlands of
the Shiré, a river running from Lake
Nyassa into the Zambesi. Gatling
guns were turned against these unof-
fending people, and hundreds of thein
were slain. Believing that they had
been abandoned by England, Whose
flag they carried, they submitted to
the conquerors, whereupon the Portu.
guese officer announced that he would
extena his authority northward to
Nyassa, including the lake shores.
Premier Salisbury sent his ultimatum
to Portugal, which was that her army
should be withdrawn from the banks
of the Shiré, and that if a reply were
not received in twenty-four hours the
British legation would withdraw and
await a response or a British man-of-
war. Portugal decided to recall her
forces, but the cabinet had to retire
from office. This action was followed
by rioting in Lisbon, durng which
the mob attacked the British legation,
demolishing the escutcheon on the
building and smashting the windows.
The Makololos first became known
through the publication of Living-
stone's narrative of his trip across
Africa, about thirty years ago. They
are simple and honest in character,
and showed great devotion to the
famous explorer. A large majority
of them formed a liking for the beau-
tiful country on the right bank of the
Shiré, where they settled at the request
of its people, who needed their pro-
tection, and laid the foundation for
what is now a really prosperous state
in Nyassaland, and one that has al-
ways refused to allow slavery or slave-
trading within its bounds. It is this
state which the Portuguese attacked
under a disputed claim.--The New
England Yournal of Education.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.-By an
Order in Council of the Government
of Ontario, in January, J. George
Hodgins, LL.D., vas appointed His-
toriographer and Librarian of the
Education Department, and Alexan-
der Marling, LL.B., wa:- appointed
Deputy Minister.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO,
FEBRUARY 14TH, 1890.

T HE destruction of the University
of Toronto will be regretted by

anyone who has ever looked upon the
noble pile of buildings. The sense
of loss cumes more keenly to the
President, the Faculty, and the un-
dergraduates, but to none will the
calamity cause more heart-felt grief
than to the men who in past years
inhabited its halls as students.
These precincts are dear still to the
graduates, although the passing years
have scattered them around the world.
It is impossible for one who has
been familiar with the University to
dwell upon the occurrence without
realizing more fully every hour the
irreparable loss. As each part of the
building, with its own peculiar and
sacred associations, rises undestroyed
in the memory of the graduate it
brings with it an answering pang
when he reflects that these halls can
never be again as when he trod them.
He is again in the Convocation Hall,
above him he can see the roof of oak
resting its grotesquely carved images
upon the walls, reaching up to it their
support. That roof has fallen, shat-
tered and charred upon the floor
beneath. The memorial window,
commemorating, it may be, compan-
ions of bis own college days, or, if
coming after him, they were students
of a later date, whose young, glorious
deeds thrilled his heart with bride;

if before him, they were heroes whose
fame had been storied to his listening
ears. That window, sacred to the
heroic dead, bas been broken by fall-
ing rafters, desecrated by fire, de-
stroyed by the stones placed there to
protect it. Fiery destruction has
rushed along the halls and stepped
imnperiously upon the winding stairs
of the tower, has knocked at the iron-
bound, oaken doors with flaming
hands that forbade resistance. The
portraits of the mnen held honourable
in the College annals have vanished,
their features, kept in the memory of
the graduates, glow more life-like -in
the light cast by their destruction.
The hoarded annals of years have
themselves disappeared, the fruit of
patient labour, of talent, of love, bas
gone in a night. The priceless vol-
umes, gathered slowly and guarded
jealously, no longer exist. Even the
record of their names can never be
obtained. The finest products of art
and science, the memorials of history,
the achievenents of genius, of hero-
ism, of industry, of time, have gone
down together before this swift de-
struction.

Another University will rise more
glorious from the ashee of its prede-
cessor; the lines of its architecture
may follow those of the old building,
except where wider and better things
are needed. The generosity of its
friends may remove from the hands
of those who guide its affairs the
burden of poverty, but there stil
remains the bitter regret, "It can
never be again the same." To the
next generation the new building
will take the place of the old, but not
to us, who remember the University
.of 1860-1890. The University fallen
and almost destroyed calls to her sons
to aid her, to remember the love she
bore them, the pleasant ways in which
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she led them. Can there exist a man
who will not respond to the cry of his
mTourning Alma Mater?

EDUCATION AND POLITICS.

M R. MEREDITH'S 
proposal to

take education out of politics
is well received and will help to fill
his sails at the election unless the
'Government alters its course so as to
take the wind out of them. The
abolition of the Council of Public
Instruction a twelvemonth after its
reorganization was not a deliberate
neasure or dictated by experience:

ic was caused by a personal crisis in
the Board, the wrath of the Chief
Superintendent having been kindled
by the revision of his text-books, the
inquiry instituted into his Depositories,
the free exercise by the Council of its
power of election to the headships of
Training Colleges, and generally by
the curb which the activity of the re-
organized Council put upon his auto-
cracy. Had the Government been
firm enough to enforce upon its Chief
Superintendent an observance of the
rules of public life, or had there been
a strong man in the Chair of the
Council, all might have gone well.
At the pass to which things had been
allowed to come the change was in-
evitable, nor were there wanting other
arguments in its favour, such as the
convenience of having in the Legis-
lature a Minister responsible for the
expenditure. It seems to be felt,
however, that- the result of the experi-

EvERY book is a quotation ; and every
bouse is a quotation out of all forests and
mines, and stone quarries; and eve y man is
a quotation from all his ancestors.-EMER-
SON.

GoD be thanked for books i They are

ment is unsatisfactory and that it
would be well to rèturn to the old
system or something like it. A Coun-
cil is of course unfit for ordinary ad-
ministration, which must be placed
in the hands of some regular officer.
But for such matters as the selectioti
of text-books and the regulation of
the curriculum it is useful. The
Council was certainly free from any
influence, political or commercial.
Nor did it show any such tendency
to ecclesiasticism as the Council of
Instruction in Manitoba is said to
betray. It is good for the educational
profession to have at its head a body
of its most eminent representatives.
As Minister of Education we must
take whomsoever, in the somewhat
fortuitous distribution of offices
among the leaders of a political party,
it may please fate to give us, and if
the man happens to be unfamiliar
with the special subject and obliged
to rely on others the result is an irre-
sponsible Vizier or a Camarilla. With
the withdrawal of education from poli-
tics Mr. Meredith, it may be sur-
mised, will combine a cautious and
conservative policy with regard to
education generally. It is time that
we should take care what we are
about if we do not mean to educate
country life and farm industry out of
existence.-Bystander.

[We are gratified to have so accotn-
plished and experienced an educator
as the editor of the Bystander so fully
in harmony with the policy advocated
for years by this Magazine.-ED.J

the voices of the distant and the dead, and
make us heirs of the spiritual life of past
ages. Books are the true levellers. They
give to all who will faithfully use them the
society, the spiritual presence, of the best
and greatest of our race. -W. E. CHANNING.
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SCHOOL WORK.

MATHEMATICS.
ARCHIBALD MACMURCHY, M.A., ToRONTO.

EDITOR.

ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS.

By Prof. Edgar Frisby, of the Naval Obser-
vatory, Washington, D.C.

Si. Solve, by a simple quadratic method,
theequ iiionxO + 12X3 + 14X

4 
- 140x' +69xq

+ 128X - 84=0.

81. x 
6

- 12X& +14X's - 14 0X3 +6 9 x2 + 128X

84=0, is im nediately seen by inspection
tn he sa'isfied by x= + i and x= -- 1, it is

therefore divisible by xs - r, and I ecomes

(XI - I) (x* + 12xB + 15x* - 128x + 84)=0,

the right hand fact r is cqual to x
4 + 12X' +

36x
2 - 20(X' + 6x) - x' + 8x + 84 = 0, or

(x2 +6x)2 - 2o(X2 +6x)+100=X* + 8x +16 ,

xI 46x - 1o=±(x+4)

x'+5x - 14=0

x-+7x- 6=o ±

the first givcs x=--\----7 or + 2
2

the second
-7± V 73X= - - 1

the 6 -roots are thereform: r,

-7 +\/73, and ~.-.73.

- 1, 2, - 7,

85. Construct a ttiangle, the product of

two sides, the medial line to the third side,
and the difference of the angles adjacent to

the third side, being given.

A-B
cos

a+b 2
85. · (1)

cC
sin 2

A-B
- Sils

a-b= (2)
c C

cos -2-

Cu
a+bs'- + 2d 2 (3) d

2
medial line.

being the

Froni (i) (a2 
+ b2+2ab)

C -A- B
sin* =ces cOoe (4)2 2

from (2) (a* +b' - 2ab)

C A-B
cos

2
- =c

2 
sini- (5)2 2

adding and subtracting these two equations
we have

. a%+b2 - 2ab cos C=cs (6)
(as +b2) cos C - 2ab+cs cos (A - B)=o (7)
elim. cos C
(a2 +b')(a*+b* -c 2 ) -4a2b 2 +2abcs

cos (A - B)=o (8)
substituting from (3)

(2d2 + 2~ )( Zi - 2
-4a2b2 + 2abc* cos (A - B)=o (9)

whence
c

4 
- 8ab cos (A - B)c2 + i6a2 b' cos2 (A - B)

=16(d. -- a
2 b2 sin 2 

A - B)

or Cs =4(ab ces A - B-a)

where d* -a*b2 sin 2 A - B=a2

and c is therefore known.
a and b can be obtained from (3)

a= 2V 2+2d2+2ab +2 +2d2 -2ab

b=-ijj +2d*+2ab -1 - ;+2d2 - 2ab

C from either (1), (2), (6) or (7), and

A-B-C
A=90+-2 2

A-B+C
B-90- - 2

MODERN LANGUAGES.
H.I. STRANG, B.A., Goderich.
W. H. FRASR, B.A., Toronto.

EXERCISES IN ENGLISH.

CONTRIBUTED BY MR. W. H. JOHNSTON,
HAY P. O.

.x. Change to indirect narrative:
(a) "Zotoff," she murmured, "goodbye,

I am dying."

1'3
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(b) " On looking out of the window I per-
ceived a detachment of soldiers advancing."

(c) Bernstein wrote in conclusion, " Again,
goodbye, my friends, my dear friends, I
embrace you."

(d) Mr. Wiman said, " It is clear that
Canada will have no difficulty in provid'ng
ever-widening acres for all who come to her,
but in order that they may be occupied there
must be an inducement."

(e) Mr. Drummond writes: " In books of
travel great chiefs are usually called kings,
their wives queens, while their mud huts are
always palaces. But after seeing my first
African chief at home, I found I must either
change my views of kings or of authors."

2. Change to direct narrative :

(a) He claimed that of half the real woes
which existed in Africa ivory was at the
bottom.

(b) He told me that the cost of ivory then
was about half a sovereign a pound, and an
average tusk weighed from twenty to thirty
pounds.

(c) He thought that many physicians ig.
norantly treated it as a cold and did more
harm than good.

(d) He advised his patients to inhale
menthol.

(e) The servant wondered how Mrs. -

could expect her servants to treat her (Mrs.
- ) politely, since she was so disrespect-

ful to them.
(f) He advertised that he kept a real

estate office and a general implement agency,
and that he was determined to do an honest
business. He hoped to obtain a liberal
patronage from the people of the town and
surrounding country.

3. Distinguish between the following pairs
of words: bear, bare ; pale, pail ; lightning,
lightening; soar, sore; teem, team ; com-
plement, compliment; rite, write; right,
wright ; stationary, stationery.

4. Distinguish between: Will he go?
Shall he go? He is sincere; He is candid.
He went to town ; He went to the town.

5. Point out the ambiguity in the follow-
ing sentences, and then re-write them cor-
rectly :

ationat Mont1ity.

(a) They were friends of my uncle who
came to visit us.

(b) The hawk caught the pigeon while it
was flying.

(c) The boy told his brother that he had
come too early.

(d) He told John that he did not fill his
coat.

(e) The boy told his father that whatever
he did he did well.

6. Write sentences to illustrate the correct
use of the following synonyms: Construct,
build, make; conquer, surmount, subdue ;
conscious, sensible, assured ; copious, ample,
plenteous; daring, brave, courageous ; har-
monize, agree, coincide.

7. Compose sentences illustrating the use
of the following words: Apartment, depart-
ment, altogether, evenly, develop, develop-
ment, envelop, envelope, audible, orthodox,
elementary, soliloquy.

8. Re-write the following, using equiva-
lents for the italicized portions :

Hostilities between the two nations were

precipitated in the valley ofthe Ohio by the
persistent encroachment of the English.

9. Write sentences to illustrate the follow-
ing ; two for each:

(a) An adjective used as a noun.
(b) A noun used as an adjective.
(c) An adjective used as an adverb.
(d) An adverb used as an adjective.
1o. Write sentences to illustrate the differ-

ent parts of speech that the following words
may be: That, what, which, coal, beach,
evermore, whistle, beyond.

11. Write a complex interrogative sen.
tence and a compound imperative one.

12. Give three examples of prepositional
phrases modifying adjectives.

13. Re-write the following sentences, leav-
ing out unnecessary words:

He comes from thence. They both were
there. Go and fetch the dictionary. Go up
to the desk. He jumped off of the fence. I
have no doubt but that you are right. He
does equally as well as John. I have got an
apple. The two first tried it over again.
You seldom ever repeat again what you hear.
Continue on as you have begun. They are
çonversing together.
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14. Choose the correct form:
Divide the money among (between) the

four boys. He is the smartest (smarter) of
,the two brothers. He is liable (likely) to go.
It feels smooth (smoothly). Where will you
spend the balance (rest) of your time? There
were less (fewer) girls at the party than boys.
There were more than (over) forty bushels in
the bin. He is more able (better able)
,(abler) than I.am. Where are you stopping
(staying)? Pid you aggravate (irritate)
him? He gave his testimony (evidence)
very clearly.

C LAS S - R OO M.

ARITHMETICAL PROBLEMS.

x. A man has i5o acres of land. He keeps
5 fields, each containing 10 acres 2 roods
27 sq. per. 17 sq. yds., and divides the re-
mainder equally among his nine children.
How much more or less than one of his own
fields does each child obtain ?

Ans. io sq. per. 13 sq. yds. 8 sq. ft. more.
2. Divide $42 between A and B, so that

if A were to give B -jr of his share they would
bave equal amounts.

Ans. A gets $22.4o ; B gets $19.60.
3. A barrel of sugar would be worth $zo.5o

if it contained -à more. If the price of sugar
be 48 cts. per lb.. find the quantity in the
barrel. Ans. 216 lbs.

4. One t ain leaves Toronto for Montreal
at 6.30 a.m., going 27 miles per hr. ; another
leaves at 8.20 a.m., going 36 miles per hr.,
and thus arrives at Montreal i hr. 15 min.
earlier than the former. Find (z) Where
the latter overtakes the former.- (2) The
distance from Toronto to Montreal.

Ans. (1) 198 miles from Toronto ; (2)

333 miles.
5. John owes James i of what James owes

Henry. James gives John a $5 note to
square accounts. How much did James owe
Henry ? Ans. $25.

6. A gamester, after losing 1 of his money
won $ro. Then he lost j of what he had,
after which he won $6. Then he finds he
has $5o. How much did he lose?

Ans. $o.
7. In an electoral district (i of the voters
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are Conservatives. In an electi-n 225 of
these vote with the Reformers, and 75 refuse
to vote, while 32 Reformers do the same.
The Reform candidate is elected by a ma-

jority of 13. Find the supposed strength
of each party in the district.

Ans. Con., 6,240: Ref., 5,760.
8. A dealer buys a piece of furniture for

$1o. Find what he must ask for it in order
to fall à oi his asking price and still make
a profit of $r.25, if the one to whom he selis
can pay but 75 cents on $i. Ans. $18.

9. At 40 cts. per yd. a man finds it costs

$14.4o, or $3.60 more than he had allowed,
at the same price per yd., to cover the floor
of a room with carpet 27 in. wide. If he
measured the floorcorrectjy account for the
difference in cost.

Ans. Carpet 27 in. wide instead of 36 in.

SUGGESTIVE QUESTIONS IN
GEOGRAPHY.

i. Furnish yourself with a day's provisions,
and tell the source of each article in your
supply.

2. In what foreign markets would a per-
son be likely to find articles of Canadian
produce.

3. What country on this continent has the
greatest variety of products? Explain why.

4. Make a list of all the articles you know
of found in Canadian markets not products
of American soil, and mention the country
from which each comes.

5. Name the source of each material used
in writing an invitation to a friend to dine
with you on the morrow.

6. Notice the walls, furniture, etc., used
in the school-room, and tell what each is
made of, where the material is chiefly pro-
duced, and where the article is chiefly manu-
factured.

7. Name all the animals represented in a
lady's fashionable winter wardrobe.

8. What do we mean by the "natural
resources" of a country ? Classify in the
order of importance Canada's Natural
Resources.

9. Distinguish between Customs Duties
and Excise Duties, with examples.
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IN Littell's Living Age a sequonce of
sonnets on the death of Robert Biowning
from the Fortnightly, and an article on the
great poet by Edmund Gosse are selected
from the mass of current literature on this
absorbing topic. Personal Recoilections of
Thomas Carlyle by Prof. Tyndall is a valu-
able addition to what is already known of
Carlyle's life. The fiction is worthy of the
high standard of the magazine.

AGAINST Heavy Odds, the story of a
young Norwegian inventor is concludied in
the Jouth's Companion of February 20th.
Prof. Charles G. D. Roberts, of Windsor,
Nova Scotia, has a series of Tales of the
Lumber Camp. Young people will find use-
ful as well as interesting matter in the Com-
paion, while the little stories filling upthe
chinks cause many a hearty. laugh.

THE present number of Canadiana con-
tains an article on the literary movement in
Canada up to 1841. In Reminiscences of
Col. Claus Mr. Ernest Cruikshank tells the
story of 1812. But the most interesting
article is Washington's Address to the Can-
adians. If General Washington could repeat
the words he would be fain to confess that
Canadians to-day enjoy more liberty under
their so-called tyranny than do the citizens of
the United States under mob rule.

THE Popular Sjcience Monthly for Febru-
ary contains an article on Comparative
Mythology, by Dr. A. D. White, in which
the author, from the pinnacle of unassail-
able (!) reason, views with pitying contempt
4 the myth-making powers of Jews, Chris-
tians and Mohanmedans." Prof. J. T.
Donald, of Montreal, bas an interesting
paper on Asbestos Mining in Canada. An
editorial on "Useful Ignorance" counsels
fewer subjects for study, as you can not thin
out at will an over-abundant intellectual crop.

THF February number of Scribner's has
Life Among the Congo Savages by Mr.
Herbert Ward, one of Stanley's officers;
anything about Africa is interesting. What
shall we do when Africa is exhausted ? An
article by Stanley himself is promised for an

early number of the magazine. W. C,
Church contributes the first of two articles on
John Ericsson, the great engineer. The
.present article deals almost solely with his
private lifS; his induence on modern inven-
tion will be discussed in March. Thrrough
the Gate of Dreams, by T. R. Sullivan,
ouches a note seldom heard in the fiction of

to-day. In the Valley and Expiation are
serials of strong interest, presenting widely
different scenes in American life.

IN the English Illustrated M>gazine the
gloom surrounding Whitechapel is lightened
by E. Dixon in "A Whitechapel Street,"
where we find the London children playing
much as children -o all over the wbrld. A
d--lightful historical sketch of Winchelsea is
an attraction of the present number. We
learn of Bells and Belfries from the Rev. H.
R. Haweis, and Sir Julian Goldsmid tells of
his travels in Canada and the United States
on the way to ' Frisco.

RECEIVED.

"The Harvard University Catalogue,
1889.90."

" A Report in Regard to the Tone and
Tendencies of Harvard Cniversity."

(1) Education in the State Constitutions.
(2) Pedagogical Chairs in Colleges and

Universities.

(3) The Culture Value of the History of
Education. By Prof. B. A. Hinsdale, Ph.D.

"Annual Report of the Local Board of
Health, Toronto."

A Primer of French Literature. By F.
M. Warren, of Johns Hopkins University.
(Boston: D. C. Heath & Co.)

The Third Riading Book. By E. H.
Davis, A.M. (Philadelphia: The J. B.
Lippincott Co.)

French and German Reading Books.
Heinrich Von Eichenfels. Edited by G.
Eugène Fasnacht. (London : Macmillan &
Co., and New York.)

Elements of Astronomy. By Charles A.
Youag, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor in the Col.
lege of New Jersey. (Boàton: Ginn & Co.)

The Canada Éducational Mont/dy.

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE
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The Elements of Trigonometry By Prof.

Crawley, of the University of Pennsylvania.
(Philadelphia: The J. B. Lippincott Co.)

Sept Grands Auteurs du Dix Neuvième
Siècle By Piof. Alcée Fortier, of the Talane
University of Louisiana. (Boston: D. C.
Heath & Co.)

The Gospel according to St Matthew.
Annotated. (London: Moffttt & Paige.)

Longnans' Handbook of English Litera.
ture. By R. McWilliam, B.A. (f.ondon
and New York: L-ngmans, Green & Co.)
Parts I. and II. In many respects this is a
satisfactory work on English literature. The
mechanical execution is excellent, and the
author's plan ofgiving a series of more or less
compiete biographical sketches rather than a
history of English literature has much to
recommend it, especially where a mere bio-
graphical sketch is adequate. So that the
chapter on Shakespeare is rather disappoint-
ing, while those on Sir David Lindesay, of
the Mount and Roger Ascham, are pleasant
reading, and altogether more satisfactory.
Not much attention is devoted to the con-
sideration of style. But, on the whole, the
work may fairly be called a useful addition
to our school books on literature. Part I.
ends with the dzath of Lydgate, and Part II.
with that of Bar.on. We shall look with
interest for the other parts.

The College Series of Greek Authoys.
iE-chines against Ctesiphon. Edited by
Prof. Richvdson, of Dartmouth College.
(Boston : Ginn & Co.) We are glad to
announce the appearance of another of the
volumes of this series whicl- is under the
general editorship of Prof. White, of Har.
vard, and Seymour, of Yale. This is, we
be ieve, the eleventh volume, and it bears
evidence of the same taste and scholarship
that characterized the other volumes of the
series.

Syntax of tMe Moods and Tenses of the
Greek Verb. By Prof. Goodwin of Harvard
University. (Boston : Ginn & Co.) Prof.
Goodwin now issues, re-written and greatly
enlarged, his work on the Greek verb which
first appeared in 186o. The work is now a
large one, and especially suited for advanced
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private study and reference by çlassical
scholars. In an introduction the author ably
reviews the progress made in the study of
this part of the Greek grammar, and alludes
incidentally to the labolus of other classical
scholars. We have no doubt that the work
will now be a standard one and congratulate
the author and publishers on its appearance.

T7he Public Schools Music Course. In six
hooks. By Charles E. Whiting. (Boston,
New York and Chicago: D. C. Heath &
Co.) This series of music books is most
complete, and supp!ies hundreds of hymnm,
songs and marches, eto., suitable for use in
the piimary and advanced classes of Public
Schools, also in High ScLools and Normal
Schools. Some of the books are illustrated,
and the course is doubtless one of the very
best for school use.

Macmillan's Elenentary Classics. Carar.
Gallic War VI. It is a pleasute to chronicle
the appearance of another of the excellent
elementary classics. The editor is Mr. Col.
beck, late Fellow of Trinity College, Cam.
bridge, Assistant-Master at Harrow School.

A New Spelling Book. is. (St. Andrews:
A. M. Holden.) This spelling book is well
arranged, and the words, with meanings,
carefully selected. The compiler makes use
of " Side LigL..s from History," by giving
interesting notes about some of the words.

Ai ithmetic lor Beginners. By J. Brook-
smith and E. J. Brooksmith. (London :
Macmillan & Co., and New York.) The
general plan of this excellent elementary
arithmetic is similar to that of the well.
known larger work by Mr. Brooksmith, the
main portion of the present work being done
by Mr. E. J. Brooksmith, Instructor in
Mathematics at the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich. Arithmelic as far as interest
is taken up, and a goodly number of miscel-
laneous questions and problems are given.

.ielps to Higher Arithnetic. By Rev. G.
F. Allfree, M.A., and Theodore F. J. Scud-
more, B.A. (London: Hamilton, Adams
& Co.) Beginning with problems of dis-
tance, rate, time, etc., and then pas:ing on
to interest, discount and the other advanced
rules of arithmetic, this mathematical .ext-
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book may be correctly described as a higher•
arithmetic, and one of the very best at that.
Ability and care are evident in the treatment
of the work, which is at o ace scientific,
thorough, and adapted to a student's needs
An appendix on Scales, Progressions, etc.,
appears, and one of the things about the

-book that will please mathematical teachers
and examiners most is the useful collection

of twelve hundred questions at the end of the

book. We cordially commend this book to

our mathematical friends.

The Newspaper Reader's Index of Refer-
ences. Compiled and published by Henry
Axon. (Bolton : Bolton Exress.) 3r. 6d.
How often one sees an article in a magazine
or a chapter in a book likely to be useful,
only to have a dim recollection a few months
or years after, that there is "something
somewhere " which would be a great assist-
ance re the subject on hand, if one couldtonly
remember what and where it is. Here is a
book providing easy and ample means of
indexing such matters. It is likely to be of
considerable serviee, especially to those who

.read and write much or speak in public, or
carry on professional work. AlphabeticaUy
headed, ruled conveniently, and ingeniously
arranged, it is the book for the purpose.

Canada. (Montreal: E. B. Biggar.) $3,
The publisher announces this as a reference
book for public institutions and public men.
It contains over 1,ooo pages and treats of the
history, geography, government. resources,
commerce, manufactures, industries, and
general statistics of our country. Some
seventy-five illustrations and twelve maps are
given, and the reader cannot fail to be struck
with the general correctness and description
and detail found in this work, which is pro-
bably the most comprehensive book of refer-
ence on the subject, and as such,*ought to be
placed in all public libraries, as well as in
the libraries of schools.

A Short Geography; with the Commercial
Highways of the World. By J. M. D. Meik-
lejehn, M.A., F.R.G.S., Professor of Educa-
tiqn in the University of St. Andrews. (St.
Andr.ews: A. M. Hoiden. London : Simp.
1kin, Marshall & Co.) is. Like Prof. Mêi-
klejohn's other works, this excellent short

.geography is all that could b.e desired in ar.
rangeigent and style. It is as clear and con-
cise as possible, full of well-selected matter,
and admirably adapted for the use of schools
anywhere in the British Empire. The les.
sons on the commercial Highways of the
World are valuable (by the way, the Cati-
adian Pacific Railway has been omitted from
these) ; a nuniber of maps and diagrams are
inserted.

The Treasury of Sacred Song. F. T. Pal-
grave. (Oxford : At the Clarendon Press.
London: Henry Frowde.) ios. 6d. Fran-
cis T. Palgrave, Professor of Poetry in the
Univ'ersity of Oxford, bas added another
beautiful bc ok to those for which we have
already to thank him. The Treasury of
Sacred Song is a beautiful book, containing
selections representative of the entire range
of English sacred poetry, to which are added
brief biographical and explanatory notes.
The selections number above four hundred-
there is not one we would willingly see with-
drawn. This delightful collection will be at
once a standard volume, a favourite gift book,
and an authoritative aid to the compilers of
church hymn books and others. The print-
ing and paper are cheice, and the binding
tasteful. ' Everything about the book is as
nearly perfect as can be.

The Sixpenny Atlas: (Edinburgh and
London: W. & A. K. Johnston.) This
wonderfully cheap atlas contains fifty-three
maps. The name of the publishers is suffici-
ent guarantee for it.

Notable Chiurches of the City of London.
Church Beils Office. Price 32 cents. The
sketches of the London Churcheï, here
collected and published, are exceedingly
interesting, both historically and otherwise.
So much of English thought and history is
connected with these sacred edifices, that we
can easily imagine that this book would be a
pleasant companion. Tnere are twenty-five
full-page illustrations.

MacMilan's English Classics.
The Lay of the Last Minstrel. Edited by

Professor Stuart, of the Presidency College,
Madras.

(2) Af ilton's Comus. Edited by Profes-
sor Bell, of the Government College, Lahore.
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Notes showing both scholarship and com-
mon-sense and an introduction which is of no
little use, in the study of the poem, along with
a clearly printed text, make up the latest
numbers of the English Classics' Series,
which are worthy of their predecessors.

Some Eminent Women of our Times. By
Mrs. Henry Fawcett. (London and New
York: Macnillan & Co.) 2s. 6d. A series
of short Biographies originally contributed by
Mrs. Fawcett, to the Mothers' Companion,
have, we are glad to see, been issued in book
form. Among the subjects are the Queen,
Hannah More, Lady Sale, Sister Dora, Mrs.
Browning, Mrs. Somerville, Dorothy Words-
worth, Floreuce Nightingale and others.
Lives of such women as these, written by
one who is eminently qualified for the task,
could not be anything else than good to read
and know. Thi- is an excellent book for
girls.

Stories of New France. By Miss A. M.
Machar and Thomas G. Marquis (Boston:
D. Lpthrop Company.) Price $s.5o. No
volume placed in our' hands for review by
the publishers oflate is More welcome than
this. Miss Machar and Mr. Marquis have
entered an open field:and one full of promise.
The early history of Canada s, to those who
know it, full of inspiration and instruction.
Sad to say, we fear it is littie understood
or taught in too many schools, Too many
history text-books and teachers have the lie
"squeezed out of them,' and cannot aid in
invoking the patriotic wisdom which is one
of the most precinus things, in natioral life.
Our friend Miss Machar has a ih.-.ae worthy
of her pen, and we are glad to see the name
of a new Canadian writer associated with
hers. The volume is comprised in some
seventeen chapters, eleven of which are by
Miss Machar. We could almost regret that,
so far as we noticed, no quotations are intro-
duced from the works of Parkman and other
writers. Perhaps the best chapters in the
book are those on Chaimplain and La Salle.
The narratives in ail cases are full and satis.
factory. We hope that the book will meet
with. the cordial reception that it deserves,
and think it cannot fail to be useful both to

() New York State Graded Examiation
Questions, with Answers. $i.oo.

(2) Easy Things to Draw. By D. R.
Augsburg. 30 cents. (New York and Chi-
cago: E. L. Kellogg & Co.) The volume
of questions and answers named above may
possibly be found useful occasionally by a
good teacher-it will certainly be hailed with
joy by many who cannot teach. The pub-
lishers congratulate themselves that " It is a
great step that all of the one hundred and
thirteen commissioners bave adopted this
series of questions." Not at all. Men,
women, children, and examiners are not all
alike, and it is a mistake to try to make
them so. " Easy Thi9gs to Draw " will be
found a great belp in blackboard drawing.
The sketches of flowers and other objects are
good ; those of animals, somewhat wooden.

The .S tate and Federal Governments of the
United States. By Prof. Woodrow Wilson.
(Boston, New York and Chicago : D. C.
Heath & Co.) We had much pleasure in
reviewing recently Prof. Wilsoti's work on
" The State." This is the longst-perhaps
also thz best-chapter in that book, here
reprinted as a text-book for schools and
colleges. We are glad to chronicle its ap.
pearance in this form, and we believe that it
will speedily be adopted for study by stu.
dents of political economy in American and
other colleges.

Macmillan's Classicat Series.
I. Plinys Leters. Books I., II. Edited

by James Cowan, M.A.
Il. The Histories of 7acitus. Books III.,

IV., V. Edited by A. D. Godley, M.A.
The volume entitled " Pliny's Letters " con.
tains, besides the text, a Life of Pliny, copi.
ous and scholarly nojes, extending over more
than one hundred pages, and an index. 0f
the "Life," with .its interesting incidents
and references, its allusions to the acts of the
philosopher and his friends, and its picture
of bis character and usual employments, we
can hardly express our opinion without lay-
ing ourselves open to the charge of exaggera-
tion from thoce who bave not seen the-book.
Though the notes are many, we could :skb
wish one to be omitted, and the'editor.d&-
seryes the çordil thanks of the proession

Editorial.
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for preparing so valuable a work. II. Mr.
Godley, a Fellow of Magdalen, is the editor
of the " Tacitus" mentioned above. An
introduction and notes are supplied, also an
index. In regard to the notes, we can only
repeat what we have said above of those in
another volume of this most excellent series.
Choice renderings are frequently inserted,
and interesting explanations of the numerous
points which claim the attention of teachers
in.the study of such a work.

Lijpincott's New Series. The Second Read-
ing Book. By Eben H. Davis. (Phila-
delphia : The J. B. Lippincott Co.) This
is an attractive reading book, beautifully
printed and illustrated and excellently
adapted for the use of children.

Word iy Word. By J. H. Stickney.
(Boston : Ginn & Co.) In this illustrated
primary spelling book, an attempt is mµde
to lay the foundation for correct spellingand
pronunciation, and we have no doubt that
teache.s will be much pleased with it.
Great care has been taken in the selection
and arrangement of the matter, and in the
hands even of an average teacher, we think
junior pupils will learn a great deal from this
bock.

The New Arithmetic by Three Hundred
Authors. By Seymour Eaton. (Boston :
D. C. Hea'h & Co.) We had the pleasure
of reviewing this collection of arithmetical
principles and questions some time ago,

ucationai riVonrtltv.

*and we are glad to see that it has nog
reiched the fifteenth edition.

Report of the Department of Indian
Afairs. We are indebted to the Super.
intendent.General of Indian Affairs for a
copy of the annual report of this department,
containing a mass of information relative to
its work. Especially cheering are the signs
of general improvement on the North.West
reserves.

TEACHERS' BUREAU.

For one dollar we will supply ail our
members with the EDUCATIONAL MONTHLY
for one year, and any one of the following
publications:-

Dictionary of Derivations.
Dictionary of Synonyms.
National Pronouncing Dictionary.
Dowden's Shakespeare Primer.
Houston's ioo Lessons in English Com.

position.
Strang's Exercises in False Syntax.
Strang's English Composition.
Slips of Pen and Tongue. By J.. H.

Long, LL.D.
Brief History of England.
Creighton's Rome Primer.
Jeffers's History of Canada (Primer).
Topical History, by Hunter.
White's Practical Problems in Arith-

metic.
Remember it costs only one dollar to be.

come a life member of the Bureau.

Address-TEACHERS' BUREAU, i2o
Vonge St., Toronto, Ont.

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.
THE BEST EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL IS

THE TEACHER'S BEST FRIEND.
. Renew your subscription. Subscribers in
arrears are respectfully requested to remit
the amount at once.

Notify us at once of any change of ad.
dress, giving the old address as well as the
new.

Accounts will be rendered from time to
time, and prompt payment of the same will
be expected. Specimen copies sent free
from this office to any address.

Our readers will observe that special at-
tention is given to examination papers in this
Magazine; in many cases hirits and solutions
are added. We hopesubscribers and others
will show in a practical way their apprecia-

tion of the valuable work done by the
editors of the different departments of THz
MONTHLY.

WE are grateful to the friends of THE
MONTHLY who have, from many different
places, sent us letters of approval and en.
couragement, and request their kind assist.
ance in getting new subscribers for z89o.

The Editor will always be glad to receive
original contributions, especially from those
engaged in the work of teaching.

Bound copies of this Magazine in cloth
may be had from Williamson & Co., or
from James Bain & Son, King Street,
Toronto, for $r.oo per copy.


